
ALL IS WELL THAT ENDS TRAGICALLY: 
FILMING GREEK TRAGEDY IN MODERN GREECE 

ANASTASIA BAKOGIANNI 

The king’s a beggar now the play is done: 
All is well ended, if this suit be won, 
That you express content; which we will pay 
With strife to please you, day exceeding day. 
Ours be your patience, then, and yours our parts: 
Your gentle hands lend us, and take our hearts. 

William Shakespeare, All’s Well that Ends Well 

What does it take to adapt Greek tragedy successfully for the cinema?’ The debate centres 
on the issue of authenticity2 as well as the question of the successful integration of tragedy 
into the cinematic medium. The problematic nature of any attempt to adapt Greek tragedy 
for the cinema makes it a particularly challenging enterprise for filmmakers.3 In 
comparison with the cinematic reception of other aspects of ancient Greece and Rome, 
attempts to film Greek tragedy offer us fewer examples to work but they do attract 
the talents of some of the world’s best independent film directors,5 who have created some 
remarkable cincmatic receptions. 

’ This is an exciting and ongoing debate and one articlc cannot hope to encompass all the issues concerned. The 
present article will focus on one aspect of this debate and is indebted to the pioneering work of Professor 
Marianne McDonnald and Dr Pantelis Michelakis in the field of the reception of Greek Drama on film. The 
author is also greatly indebted to Professor Mike Edwards and Professor Charles Chiasson for their many helpful 
suggestions. I am also indebted to Mr. Andrew Kampiziones for obtaining a copy of the Region I DVD of 
Antigone for mc. Many thanks also to the wonderful staff of the Institute of Classical Studies Library. 

’ For a general perspective on the issue of fidelity and the adaptation of works of literature for the screen see B.  
McFarlane, ‘Reading film and literature’, in The Cambridge cornpunion to literature on screen, ed. D. Cartmell 
and 1. Whelehan (Cambridge 2007) 15-20, 

K. MacKinnon, Greek tragedy intofilm (London 1986) 4-41. MacKinnon identifies both the general problems 
facing any cinematic adaptation of a work of literature (pp. 13-21) and the ones that are particular to the 
adaptation of Greek tragcdy (pp. 25-28). Some of  these problems will be discussed further in this article as they 
relate to the two films under discussion. 

For a catalogue of the films with a brief commentary see D. Elley, Tile epicfilnt. Myth and history (London 
1984) 53-55 and particularly J. Solomon, The uncieni world in the c i n e m  (New Haven and London 2001) 259- 
74. See also www.rhul.ac.uk/Classics/NJUfiIms.html, 2, accessed 14/12/2007. 

Some of the most famous of these include Jules Dassin’s Phaedru (1962) and Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Edipo re 
(1967) and Medea (1970) with Maria Callas. Adapting Greek tragedy in the medium of film has attracted 
independent directors rather than those working in Hollywood. This is partly because of the dramas’ privileged 
status as canonical, foundational texts for Western culture. They present an important creative challenge for 
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This article will attempt to offer some suggestions regarding these thorny issues by 
examjning two examples of the reception of Greek tragedy in modern Greece. In the 
period of 1961-62 two films based on Greek tragedies were produced in Greece. One was 
George Tzavellas’ Antigone (l961), based on Sophocles’ play, and the othcr Michael 
Cacoyannis’ Electru (1 962), inspired by Euripidcs’ version of the story. 

George Tzavellas (1916-1976) was a key figure i n  Greek cinema after World War 
Two. He studied law, but became a director in the late 1940s. He made a name for himself 
on the theatre stage. As a film director he is best known for his mainstream comedies and 
melodramas.‘Some of his best known films are 0 Md%atalca~ (The drunk) of 1950, H 
l c ~ % ~ i ~ ~  A6pa (The fake pound) of 1955 and H SE yvvrj va p o p i ~ a i  TOV avdpa (Woman 
.should fear  man) of 1965. His films examine contemporary life i n  Greece and its 
hardships, and they continue to be popular on Greek television. Antigone was his only 
attempt to film a Greek tragedy. He remains better known within the borders 01‘ Greece, 
whereas Cacoyannis has acquired an international reputation as a film d i r e ~ t o r . ~  

Michael Cacoyannis (1922- ), a Greek Cypriot, studied law in London and could not 
return to Greece because of the outbreak of World War Two. While in London he was 
drawn to the theatre. He did return in 1953’ and contributed to the renaissance of the 
Grcck Film industry. His first fiIm after his return was W ~ n ~ f ~ L l  in Afhens ( f ( i )pmK&?tKO 

&hvr~pa)  in 1954 with ElIi Lambeti and Dimitris Horn.9 The film was the highest grossing 
film of that year,“ and critics praised it for its high technical standards.” Cacoyannis, who 
had spent sonic time working as an actor and singer in British theatres” while trying to 
break into the British Film Industry, had gained valuable technical expertise. His next film 

indcpendcnt directors, but are less attractive for directors who wish to make conimercially succcssful, popular 
lilms. For the perceived differences between high and low culture see M. Wyke, Projecting /he pus/. Ancien, 
Rome. cineniu arid hisrory (New York 1997) 3-8. The issue of cornmcrcial viability and artistic vision will be 
discussed further with reference to Tzavellas’ and Cacoyannis’ films. 

A Tzavcllas’ films as well as thosc of other directors of the Greek Film Industry of the 19SOs, 1960s and early 
1970s continue to be received by the Greek public today via the inetlium of television. They regularly f i l l  the 
afternoon and early evening slots in television schedules. His An/igone, however, as well as Cacoyannis’ 
Euripidean trilogy, is not part of this culture of repeats perhaps bccausc they are considered too high brow. 

’ His work continues to be presented in  art-house film festivals likc the 1981 National Film Theatre. For the 
ncgntivc reaction of Professor Olivcr Taplin to Cacoyannis’ trilogy presented at  this festival scc K. Mackinnon’s 
c-article ‘Film adaptation and the myth of textual fidelity’, at httD://www2.open.ac.uk/CIassicalStudies/ 
GreekPlavslCol~99/inackinnon99.li~inl, ( 1  999) 6-7, accessed 14/12/2007. Cacoyannis’ Euripidcan trilogy was 
screened on 12 and 13 May 2001 a t  the Barbican to cornplcrncnt Pctcr Hall’s production of 7irrifalu.v at thc 
Barbican Theatre. Burbicnn .rcreenfilm guide (May 2001) 27-29. In Greece earlier in the sanic month (4-1 6 May 
2001) there was an exhibition dedicated to Cacoyannis’ work and a screening of most of his films organized by 
the demos of Athens to celebrate his life’s work. Kivqpa~oypncpt~O Acptipopa, 0 ArsOvljq h’a~oyidwq~,  
Tc~vbxoLq TOU AIjpou AOqvnioiv, (4- I G Mdou 2001). 

M . Cacoyannis, ‘~uTonupouOiu~11’. in Mrxkh75 Karcoyidvvqq, 36” (hs~iBa^h KtvqpaToyphcpou @~:cca^hovi~qs, 
O ~ ~ a V l O ~ i O ~  I-lOhlTlOTtK& n p W T i O U O t X <  Tl1s EUPhXq< @&OO~hOViKll (AOilvn 1995) 12- 14. 

‘ I-. Xô h&kro<, Iuropia rou E,I,IvvIKou Krvrpiaroypaqou, 405 1‘6poq. NTOKoUphmx 1900- I970 (AOilva 2004) 250. 

” CoEiaro5, Imopia (n. 9. above) 202 

‘ I  X O L ~ ~ ~ T O < ,  lmopia (n. 9, above) 25 I 
’’ Hc studied law while he was in  London and worked for the B13C. Late!- he became an actor. but he was 
eventually attracted to directing. M .  McDonald, Euripides in cinemu. The lieart nznde visible (Philadelphia 1983) 
129. 
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Stella (C&l.,la) ( 1 9 ~ ) ’ ~  was an even bigger S U C C ~ S S , ’ ~  but it divided critics because of its 
portrayal of the lower classes. Many accused Cacoyannis of corrupting public morality.15 
Throughout the 1950s Cacoyannis continued to direct films set in contemporary Greece 
with strong female leads that problematized the position of women in Greek society. His 
film The Girl in Black (To ~op~zoz pc za pahpa) (1956) has Lambeti playing the role of 
Marina, a young woman scorned by the men of her island home of Hydra for her 
aloofness.“ In A Mutter offl ignity (To T E ~ U T ~ ~ Z O  yippa) (1958) Lambeti is Chloe, a 
woman who has to choose between two suitors: Niko, a wealthy Greek-American who can 
help her family financially, and Galanos, the poor man she loves. l7 Cacoyannis’ interest in  
tragic stories with female protagonists seems to have attracted him to Euripides who was 
famous since antiquity for his portrayal of women. 

The appearance of two films so close together is of particular interest, especially as 
one is considered a ‘failure’ and the other a ‘success’. Of the two films Cacoyannis’ 
Electru was slightly better received at the time of its release but it became very successful 
in terms of its subsequent reception. The film was the sixth highest grossing film of the 
1962/63 period in Greece.” It won the award for best screen adaptation at the 1962 
Cannes Festival, thc Best Picture award at the 1962 Thessalonica Film Festival and even 
an Oscar nomination for Best Foreign Film.’’ Tzavellas’ Antigone was not as successful in 
the box office and it was ranked twelfth in the charts for the year 1961/62.20 It was entered 
and won awards in several film festivals in 1961 in Berlin, San Francisco, London and 
Thessalonica,21 but it has been less well received subsequently.22 Solomon criticised the 
film for its ‘lack of respect for the film medium’, while Steiner found the film full of 

l 3  Stella, written and directed by Michael Cacoyannis, A Milas Films Production (Greece 1955). 

l4 Stella was the highest grossing film of the 1955/56 period, earning 134.142 drachmas. XoXFt~roq, Iuropia (n. 9, 
above) 203. 

Is XolFaroq, luropia (n. 9, above) 272-14. 

l6 XohFhroq, Iuropia (n. 9, above) 275-76. 

Zohbix~o<, Iuropia (n. 9, above) 303 

Its box office take was 76,846 drachmas. X0X6dcr0<, Iuropia (n. 9, above) 400. 

I‘ MacKinnon, Greek trugedy (n. 3, above) 80 and r. K. nqhixO5 ‘HMltrpa’, in  MgMqq KaKoyidvvqq, 36” 
O E W ~ ~ I ~ X  Kwilparoypacpou OEooaXovirqq, Opyavwp65 ~ T O X ~ T U S T L K ~ ~ ~  n p o r i o u o a q  rilq EupOail< OEcroaLovitcq 
(AOilva 1995) 144. This article appeared the Greek newspaper Ta NBa on 2 August 196 I .  

’O Its box office take was 48,705 drachmas. CohFdr~oq, Iuropia (n. 9, above) 339. 

’I Critics’ prizc (London), leading actor (San Francisco), music, leading actor and actress (Thessalonica). 
Coh66r~05, Iuropia (n. 9, above) 283, and www.filmfestival.~r/tributes/2003-2004/cinemvtholo~v/uWfiIm29. 
w, accessed 03/04/2008. 

” G. Tzavellas, Anrigone, Norma Film Productions Inc. (Greece 1961). It is harder to obtain a copy of this film 
as it has not received the exposure Cacoyannis’ Euripidean trilogy has had in art-houses and film festivals. A 
Region I American DVD of the film became available in 2004 from Kino lnternational Corp. M. Cacoyannis, 
Electru, Finos Films (Greece 1962). Until recently Cacoyannis’ Etectrci was unavailable in VHS or DVD format. 
As Michael Cacoyannis told me himself, when I spoke to him on 13 May 2001, he was still in negotiations with 
the United ArtistdMGM studio that held the copyright in order to obtain permission for the film to be released. 
As a result until recently Electru could only be seen periodically in small art-house theatres. An American DVD 
of Elecrru is available from World Films. www.mpm.com/dvd A Greek Collectors’ Deluxe DVD collection of 
his Euripidean trilogy became available by Audio Visual Enterprises in 2006. His films can also be downloaded. 
For Electra see: htt~://uk.imdb.com/title/tt0055950/. 
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‘sound and fury’.2’ Irenc Papas’ interpretation of the title role was ‘ a  noble attempt’ 
according to Solomon, whilc Steincr found it ‘ t r a d i t i ~ n a l ’ . ~ ~  

Although there is some truth in these negative appraisals, i t  is still worth cxamining 
the film more closely,2s espccially as a useful comparison with Cacoyannis’ Electru, thc 
first in his Euripidean trilogy.26 Both films share ccrtain elements in  con~mon: they were 
both products of the modern Greek Film Industry and both wcrc indebted to modern 
Greek theatrical productions of Crcck tragedy. In term of their approach to adapting thc 
plays for the cinematic medium both Tzavellas and Cacoyannis dccided to modernise the 
story and to use modern Greek translations of the sourcc texts. Both also chose to prescrve 
the chorus in their although cach did so to a diffcrcnt degrec. In the films 
Antigone and Electra are portrayed as heroines without any of the ambiguitics of character 
that charactcrizc them in thc source plays. Thc same is true of Cacoyannis’ Orestes. 
Aegisthus and Clytemnestra are thc villains in Electru, but Tzavellas’ Krcon” docs 
redeem himself at the end of the film. 

The cnding of both films is highly tragic, even i n  the case of Cacoyannis’ Electrn 
whcre Euripides’ source text calls for a deus ex machina resolution to the action; an  unset- 
tling and unsatisfactory ending that does nonetheless promise Orcstes and Elcctra a happy 
ending. Cacoyannis’ decision to change his source in  ordcr to make thc cnding of his film 
more tragic is significant in  terms of what an audience expects from a cincmatic adapt- 
ation of a Greek tragedy. A tragic ending fulfils these expectations even in the case of 
Cacoyannis’ Electrn where the original source offers a different type of rcsolution. 

The focus of this article will be the stratcgies Tzavellas and Cacoyannis utilized to 
adapt Sophocles’ Antigone and Euripides’ Electru to the medium of film and how their 
reception of the source material was formulated within a modern Grcck context. Particular 
attention will be placed on the way in which each director builds up to the tragic ending of 
their film and to exploring some of the reasons why Cacoyannis was morc successful in 
cngaging his audiencc. Tzavellas and Cacoyannis’ reading of thcir soul-ce material should 
first of all he examined within its modcrn Greek context.29 This articlc will focus on the 
historical and political context, followed by an examination of the Crcck Film Industry in  
antithesis with Hollywood. Thc crucial role playcd by the revival of ancient Greek drama 
i n  modern Greece will also he discussed. Tzavellas and Cacoyannis’ positioning within 
this context will be of particular interest, and i t  will be followed by ;I close analysis of 

23 Solomon, The ancient world (n. 4, above) 262, and G. Steiner, An/igones (Oxford 1984) I 50. 

?’ Steiner, AMigories (n. 23, above) I SO. 

?’ For the importance of moving on from cataloguing films with classical themes to ii closc cxainination of how 
and why they differ from the source material see J.  Paul, ’Working with film: theories and niethodologics’, in A 
co~~ipuniori IO chssicul receprions, cd. L. Hardwick and C. Sti-ay (Oxford 2008) 303-14, :I[ 306. 

26 The other two films in the trilogy are The Trojan Wotnerl (1970-1) and l ph i~en ia  (1976-77), so i n  terms of the 
mythological chronology Electru comes last. 

’’ The chorus is one of the main difficulties that filmmakers have to contend with when they attcmpt to film 
Greek tragedy: MacKinnon, Greek rrugedv (n. 3,  above) 23-25. The chorus in Cacoyannis’ Electru still rctains 
an element of theatricality. It  is in his ipkigenia that Cacoyannis fully integrates the chorus into the xt ion of the 
film: MacKinnon, ‘Greek rragedy’ (n. 3, abovc) 92. 

?’ Creon will be spelled with a ‘K’ when Tzavcllas’ portrayal or him in his film is referred 10 in this article 

’‘ A lack of awarencss of the contcxt can lead to a misreading of the films 
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their films always in comparison with the source texts. As Lorna Hardwick observed, 
receptions do not only provide insights into the receiving society: 

‘they also focus critical attention back towards the ancient source and sometimes 
frame new questions or retrieve aspects of the source which have been 
marginalised’ .30 

Tzavellas’ portrayal of Kreon and Cacoyannis’ portrayal of the Atreidae can be better 
appreciated within the historical context of how Greece was affected by World War Two 
and the divisions it created that continued to affect the life of the nation for decades 
aftcrwards. For Greece the war started in 1941 with Mussolini’s ultimatum, amounting to 
a loss of sovereignty, that was refused and the Albanian war broke out. Britain sent troops 
to help Greece when German troops reinforced the Italians, but eventually Greece was 
defeated and o~cup ied .~ ’  It was during this occupation that a division developed in  Grccce 
that was to have disastrous consequences for thc future stability of the country. Churchill 
sent British agents to Greece to organize pro-British resistance groups that would support 
the return of King George I1 of Greece but the biggest, most active resistance group was a 
communist organisation called ELAS3’ ( E h h ~ p i ~ 6 ~  I\alK6q An&k&u@&pw.r1~6~ Crpa~65):~ 
and they opposed the return of the king. Many Greeks sympathised with this view, as 
there was a growing disenchantment with the monarchy and the government that had 
abandoned the country and gone into exile.34 

During the occupation ELAS at first co-operated with the other resistance groups, 
most notably in the Gorgopotamous operation,35 but mostly the groups fought each other 
as well as the Germans, The rift between the occupied Greeks and those in exile also 
grew. After the liberation of Greece all these tensions led to the outbreak of civil war in 
the winter of 1946-47.36 The divisions within Greek society were further exacerbated 
during the Greek Civil War when Greece became a ‘key battleground in the Cold War’.37 
The United States3* took over from Britain the role of supporting the right-wing 

30 L. Hardwick, Reception studies, in Greece and Rome. New Surveys in the Clussics 33 (Oxford 2003) 4. 

” The last stronghold of the free Greek government was the island of Crete: C. M., Woodhouse, Modern Greece. 
A short history (London 1984) 239-42. 

32 The group was founded in 1942: Woodhouse, Modern Greece (n. 3 I ,  above) 244 

33 They were the military arm of EAM, the National Liberation Front ( E b ~ o  A X & ~ O C ~ C O T K O  M~TOZO) and 
they were both controlled by the KKE, Greece’s communist party: J. S.  Koliopoulos and T. M.  Veremis, Greece. 
The modern sequel. From 1821 to theyresent (London 2002) 70.  

34 Woodhouse, Modem Greece (n. 31, above) 243, and Koliopoulos and Veremis, Greece (n. 33, above) 77. 
Cacoyannis might be referencing this conflict in his Electru when he shows the peasants’ discontent with 
Aegisthus’ rule. 

35 R. Clogg, A concise history of Greece, 2”d ed. (Cambridge 1986) 143. 

’‘ Clogg, A concise history (n. 35, above) 134-41. Koliopoulos and Veremis date the start of the Civil War to 
1943, when the communists attempted to suppress all the other resistance groups: Koliopoulos and Veremis, 
Greece (n. 33, above) 68-98. 

37 Clogg, A concise history (n. 35, above) 162. 

’* The Marshall Plan was a major source of economic aid for Greece after World War Two. In the years 1945 10 

1950 Greece received 2.1 billion US dollars in aid from the Unitcd States. Koliopoulos and Verernis, Greece (n. 
33, above) 172. 
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monarchist and the republican forces that had laid aside their  differences because 01. their 
common hatred for the communists. Stalin less consistently supported the communist 
party because in the percentage agreement with Churchill he had agreed that GI-ccce 
would belong to the Western Bloc.3' Eventually the communists lost, but the Civil War 
left a 'legacy of bitterness' and divi~ion.~'  

It was during this time that another issue further complicated Greece's development 
and her relationship with her allies, the United States and Britain, and that was the 
question of Cyprus. As a native of Cyprus, Cacoyannis was affected by this long- 
protracted dispute. After the end of World War Two expectations were high that Britain 
would cede the island of Cyprus to Greece, as the Italians did with the Dodecanese islancls 
that were returned to Greece in  1948, but in the case of' Cyprus this expectation was 
frustrated. The four-fifths of the Cypriot population that spokc Greek and belonged to the 
Greek Orthodox Church sharcd the desire for errosis (union) of Cyprus with G r ~ e c e . ~ '  The 
Turkish minority and the British who governed the island were opposed to erzosis. The 
Greek government led by Alexandros Papagos (Prime Minister from 1952 to 1955) was 
embarrassed by this desire for er7osis because Britain and the United States were their 
allies and a source of financial help. Popular opinion, however, forced the government to 
oppose these allies over the matter of Cyprus. There were riots in both Greece and Cyprus 
throughout the 1950s and in Cyprus itself there was armed resistance against the British.42 
Konstandinos Karamanlis, who became Prime Minister after the death of Papagos in 
1955, tricd to reach a ~e t t l en ie i i t .~~  In August 1960 a compromise was indeed reached and 
Cyprus became i i n  indcpendcnt rcpublic.14 Txavellas and Cacoyannis, in particular, in 
their receptions of Creek tragcdy addressed contemporary historical and political issues i n  
Greece and Cyprus." 

Another important aspect of the Greek context of Tzavellas' and Cacoyannis' 
cinematic receptions is the Greek Film Industry. The industry took its first tentative steps 
in the early decades of the twentieth century and was heavily influenced by Western 
cinema. Short movies were first shown in 1897. The first films at the beginning of the 
century were short movies known as journals that were records of events like the 1907 
celebrations for King George filmed by the brothers M a n a k i ~ . ~ ~  A 19 17 attempt to film a 
religious picture The Ascent to Golgotha (0 avljylopos roo fo),yoUa) was ncver 
cor~ipleted.~' Films set i n  Greece like The Weavers ( Y y l ~ v r p ~ q )  i n  1905, Golfo ( f K & p w )  in 

Clogg. A COJK~.W /ris/o~;v (11. 35, above) I SO. 19 

"' Clogg, A concise / r i , s ro /y  (n.  3.5, above) 165. See also Koliopoulos and Vcrenris, Greece (11. 33. above) 98. 

'' Wootlhouse, Modenr Greece (n. 3 I ,  above) 269. 

lmopia rou EA32qvrtioir 'liUvouq. TopoS E T ' ,  C6xpovoq l 3 A q v ~ ~ p O <  ixxo TO 1941 E(II< TO ~i:ho< TOU aitbvcx 42 

(AOijv(~ 2000) 183-94. 

43 Iaropia sou E2Aqv~~oir'EBvou~. (n .  42, above) 194-200. 

" Wootlhouse, Modem Gt-eece (n. 3 I ,  above) 278-80. 

'' How hc did so in E/ec /m  will be discussctl below. 

'' CohGi~~o<, laropia ( 1 1 .  9. above) 10. 

" Financial clifficultics and thc ancsl 01' thc kchnical director of the compny ihat was producing the f i lm ineilnl 

i t  was never finished: Eoh6f l~o~.  lmopia (n. 9, above) 24 and 74. 
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1914, and The Wax Doll ( K E ~ ~ V Z C I  Icou’da) in 1915 started to appcar quitc early on in the 
history of Greek cinema.48 

It was only in the 1920s and 1930s, however, that the industry expericnced its fist 
significant period of production, and the reception of ancient Grccce had a significant role 
to play in this first flourishing of the Greek Film Industry. The Delphic Festival organizcd 
by Angelos Sikelianos and his wife Eva Palmer in 1927 was filmed by Dimitris 
Ga~ iad i s ;~  while Dimos Bratsanos filmed the performance of Pt-ornetheus Round that was 
the highlight of the fe~t iva l . ’~  The festival was repeated in 1929 when a young Tzavellas 
was amongst the a ~ d i e n c e . ~ ’  An early reception of antiquity is the 193 1 film Duphnis and 
Chloe by Orestis Laskos,” based on the 2“-century AD novel by Longus. Mostly, 
however, the Greek Film industry specialized in melodramas and slapstick comedies. The 
growing population of the big cities led to growing audiences for cinema. The 
introduction of sound and the influx of foreign movies that were technologically superior 
to Greek ones, however, led to the first decline of the Greek Film Industry in thc middle 
I ~ ~ O S . ’ ~  Production was resumed in 1943, but it was only in the 1950s after Greece 
returned to a state of relative stability that production flourished, and it was during this 
second renaissance of the industry that Tzavellas and Cacoyannis produced their 
receptions of Sophocles and E ~ r i p i d e s . ~ ~  

The Greek Film Industry was a national expression of the growing dominance of film 
as the dominant form of entertainment. During the twentieth century cinema became a 
‘mass entertainer’,55 replacing other forms of popular entertainment like the theatre. In his 
wish to convey the ‘timeless appeal’ of Greek tragedy Cacoyannis chose film as the best 
means of reaching a large audience.5G Tzavellas had similar aims, and both their films 
should be placed within a long tradition of films about antiquity in the history of cinema 
itself. From the beginnings of cinema, ancient Greece and Rome providcd filmmakers 
with suitable subject material with which to entertain their public and to show off their 

48 Coh66r~05, Imopiu (n. 9, above) 10-1 1 and 76. 

49 C O ~ ~ ~ T O < ,  Imopiu (n. 9, above) 16. 

C O ~ ~ ~ T O < ,  Iuropiu (n. 9, above) 13. 

5’ Tzavellas attributes his desire to film Antigone to his experience as a young boy attending the festival and 
watching Greek tragedy performed live: CO~GLITO<, Imopia (n. 9, above) 473. 

’? ColGa~oq, Imopia (n. 9, above) 82. 

’’ ColGh~o<, Imopiu (n. 9, above) 14. 

54 C O ~ G ~ T O ~ ,  Iuropia (n. 9, above) 215. 

s5 Elley, The epicfilm (n. 4, above) 1. 

56 Cacoyannis also directed theatrical productions of tragedy both in Greece and abroad. For example, of interest 
in terms of his cinematic Euripidean trilogy, he directed a production of Euripides’ Truudes in New York in 
1963 and in Paris in 1965. He directed this play again for the Festival at Epidauros in 1995 and in 1997. He also 
directed Iphigeniu in Aulis in New York in 1967. Interestingly he also directed Sophocles’ version of Electru for 
Epidauros in 1983 but he never directed Euripides’ Electru for the theatre. For these details see 
KtvqparoypacptKo AcptCpopa ‘0 A I E ~ <  K m o y t a v q ’  programme (2001). As Hardwick points out, to stage a 
Greek play has become an ‘integral’ part of a theatre director’s career, Hardwick, Reception studies (n. 30, 
above). For a discussion of theatre productions of ancient Greek plays since 1969 see E. Hall, ‘Why Greek 
tragedy in the late twentieth century?’, in Dionysus since 69. Greek tragedy ur the duwn ofthe third millennium, 
ed. E. Hall, F. Macintosh and A. Wrigley (Oxford 2004) 1-46. Tzavellas also started his career in the theatre. 
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technical abilities.” Films about antiquity formed a large part of what is known as thc epic 
film a genre characterized by spectacle. Epic films uscd antiquity as a source of 
inspiration, but they reinterpreted the old stories to suit the tastcs of thcir contcrnporary 

Aftcr World War One Hollywood emerged as ‘the dominant industrial force in world 
film production3.60 It catcrcd for a primarily Amcrican and Wcstcrn-world audience. The 
influence of Hollywood on Tzavelllas and Cacoyannis, however, should not be cntircly 
discounted. Both follow its practice of privileging narrative“ and rcalism i n  film.” On the 
whole independent filmmakers such as Cacoyannis, Fcderico Fcllini and Pier Paolo 
Pasolini sct thcinsclvcs up in opposition to the commercialiscd vision of antiquity that 
Hollywood ol’fcred.63 Cacoyannis and Tzavellas, however, in their dcsire lor their 
cinematic vcrsions of Euripides’ plays to continue the process of the transmission of 
Greek t rk~gcdy ,~~  chose not to discount all of Hollywood’s techniques, but instead uscd a 
mixture of realism and stylisation that they hoped would appeal to their audience." 

Historical and/or literary authenticity was not a ma.jor concern for Hollywood. Most 
Hollywood filmmakers were more intercsted in making a narrative film that would appeal 
to a mass audience. This was particularly the case with epic films of the 1950s and 1960s 
that were so expcnsivc to make because of their reliance on special and claborate 
cost~imcs.~’ An example of just such an epic film that also illustrates how Hollywood 

” M. M. Winklcr (ecl.), Clnssic.~. uiid cinerfrcl, Hucknell Review (London 1991) 9. This book W:IS reissued in  
2001: Winkler (ed.), Clussicul niyrlr und culture in the cinema (New York 2001) (see pp. 21-22), but in  an 
abiidgetl form with additions. Wherever pertinent both volumes will be referred to, as the more recent volume is 
now more accessible than its predecessor. 

58 Wyke, Projectiti,y (11. 5. above) I3 

59 Wyke, Projectirrg (11. 5 ,  abovc) 5 .  on how Hollywood caters to the public’s taste for spectaclc. scx and 
violence. 

I). Hortlwell and K.  Thompson, Filrrr nrt. hi introduction, 4“‘ ed. (New York 1993) 455. 

A narrative film is one ‘that tells a story’, Bordwell and Thompson, Fihn clri (11. 60, above) 64 

‘? Although realism is a problematic concept Hollywood tends to piivilege film h a t  appear realistic. See 
Bordwcll and Thompson, Film urt (n. 60, above) 146. See also MacKinnon, Greek frugedy (n. 3, above) 74, 
where he classes Cacoyannis’ Euiipidean trilogy as belonging to the ‘I-calistic mode’ catcgory of films based on 
Greek tragedy. 

63 Wyke, Projecting (n. 5 ,  above) 188. 

M. McDonaltl, antl M. M .  Winkler, ‘Interviews with Michacl Cacoyannis and Irene Papas (conducted over the 
telephone in  November and December 1988)’, in Classics urzd the citzemu, ed. M. M .  Winkler, BucknclI Review, 
(London 1991) 170, wherc Cacoyaiinis discusses his approach to filming Greek tragedy. Scc also the updated 
version of this article in Winkler, Clussical myth und culture (n. 57, above) 81-82. 

64 

Cacoyannis was niorc successful in achieving the correct balance of the two elements than Tznvcllas, whose 
film is at times too stylised antl tlicatiical. 

‘*, For a discussion of sonic of the techniques used by special effects artists sec Hortlwell and Thompson, R l n i  urf 
(n. 60, above) 197-201. The technology involved in producing spectacular scenes has cvolvetl froin the rather 
primitive efforts of films like the 1907 Beii-Hur to the computer generated digital imagery uscd by films like 
Glndiutor (2000), and i t  is still evolving. Wolfgang Petersen’s Troy was released in May 2004. Christie Lemirc 
remarked on how realistic its CGI effects were. See http://film.nuardian.co.uk/anncws/storv/0,1276,- 
4090287.00.htinI, 1-2, accessed 15/05/2004. 

67 Rotdwell and Thompson, Film orf (n. 60, above) 150-52, for a discussion of costumes 

65 
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popularised antiquity is Ben-Hur, filmed three times; the most successful and best-known 
version was the 1959 one.“ Like many of the plots of Hollywood epic films based on 
antiquity, the story of Ben-Hur comes from the nineteenth-century.” Hollywood exploited 
the public’s continuing fascination with such stories set in antiquity by filming them in a 
spectacular manner.70 Other famous earlier examples of Hollywood’s drawing on 
antiquity include Quo Vadis ( I  95 1):’ The Robe (1 953)y2 Spartacus ( 1  960)y3 Cleopatra 
(1963),74 and The Fall of the Roman Empire (1964),75 to name but a few of the better 
known examples of films of this type. Spectacle was the main selling point of these 
films,76 but American filmmakers and the American public alike were attracted to them 
because they saw parallels between ancient Rome and the United States of the twentieth 
century.77 There was a negative side to such portrayals as well, as the United States could 
also be seen as possessing some of the negative aspects of Imperial Rome,78 and in the 

‘* Sidney Olcott first filmed Ben-Hur in 1907. See Elley, The e/~ic$/m (n. 4, above) 130. for details. Fred Niblo 
directed the second version in 1925 and William Wyler directed the third. For an analysis of the 1959 version see 
M. S .  Cyrino, Big screen Rome (Oxford 2005) 59-88. 

‘‘ The story of Ben-Hur is based on the nineteenth-century novel by Lcw Wallace published in 1880. For the 
popularity of such stories and how Hollywood rcinvented them see Wyke, Projecting (n. 5 ,  above) 3. 

70 It was the 1925 version that fully utilized the technical abilities of the new medium to entertain its audience 
with spectacular scenes such as that of the chariot race. The film also made the fortunes of the emerging new 
studio Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer (MGM). Cyrino, Big screen (n. 68, above) 70. In 1959, when the studio’s fortunes 
were flagging because of competition from the new medium of television, MGM decided to invest in an updated 
version of the film. The studio’s strategy to combat the popularity of TV was twofold. They gave their financial 
backing to huge spectaculars like Ben-Hur, designed to appeal to the whole family, but they also started to 
produce films that dealt with contemporary issues such as sexual behaviour and teenage rebellion. Two famous 
examples of such films were Cur on a Hot Tin Roof (1958) directed by Richard Brooks and starring Elizabeth 
Taylor and Paul Newman and Rebel Wilhout a Cuuse (1955) with James Dean and Natalie Wood. In the 1970s 
as the average age of cinema audiences decreased, most cinema audiences being in their twenties and thirties, 
Hollywood chose to increase the ratio of violence and sex in their films to appeal to this new audience. 

71 Cyrino, Big screen (n. 68, above) 7-33. 

7? Cyrino, Big screen (n. 68, above) 34-58. 

73 Cyrino, Big screen (n. 68, above) 89- 120. See also Solomon, The uttcietzt world (n. 4, above) SO-56. 

74 Cyrino, Big screen (n. 68, above) 12 1 - 158. For the history of the films based on the story of Cleopatra as well 
as the 1963 version see also Solomon, 7he uncienf world (n. 4, above) 62-79. For a more in  depth analysis see 
Wyke, Projecting (n. 5 ,  above) 73-109. 

7s Solomon, The uncienr world (n, 4, above) 83-87. 

76 Although the term spectacle is often used in a derogatory sense by classical scholars to describe these films, it 
should be remembered that the Great Dionysia was also designed as a spectacle to celebrate the city of Athens: 
R .  Bagg and M. Bagg, ‘Introduction: Greek theatre in the time of Sophocles’, in The Oedipus plays of 
Sophocies: Oedipus the King, Oedipus ut Kolonos, Anrigorre, trans. R. Bagg (Amherst and Boston 2004) 4. 

77 M. M. Winklcr, ‘The Roman Empii-e in American cinema after 1945’, in Imperial projections. Ancient Rome 
in modern popular culrure, ed. S.  R. Joshel, M .  Malamud and D. T. McGuire, Jr. (Baltimore and London 2001) 
50-76, Cyrino, Big screen (n. 68, above) 3, and Wyke, Projecting (n. 5 ,  above) 4-5. This trend of associating the 
Roman Empire with America dates back to the nineteenth century and the toga novels: Cyrino, Big screen (n. 68, 
above) 69. 

7x Wyke, Projecting (n. 5 ,  above) 5 
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1960s some films likc The Fcdl of tlze Roman Empire ( 1964) explored this ncgative sidc 
more 

Hollywood studios could afford big budgets for their Roman epics becausc thcir mass- 
audience appcal made them prol’itable and also hclpcd cinema to combat thc appcal of 
relcvision. Cacoyannis and Tzavellas wcrc in a very different financial position as they did 
not work for Hollywood. The Greek Film Industry of thc 1950s and 1960s opcrated on a 
much smaller scale, producing niodestly budgctcd films for thc domestic market. 
Cacoyannis’ Electrci, for cxample, cost only $60,000 to make. Tzavellas helped to raise 
thc funds for his Antigone,” as well as writing and directing the movie.” Cncoyannis has 
complained that thcre is ‘commcrcial censorship’82 in  thc West that makcs it vcry hard for 
a filmmaker who does not cnjoy a large following to make a film. ‘Cinema is an unasham- 
edly commercial m e d i ~ m ’ ~ ’  though, and filmmakers who arc dcemed to be less commcrc- 
ially viable have difficultics finding finance for their films. Even Hollywood ccased to be 
ablc to afford to make Roman epics once their popularity waned.8J The Fall ojt lze Ronian 
Empire was less succcssful than previous epics, partly because of its darkcr subject 
material,85 and so i t  became thc last Roman epic until Ridley Scott’s Gladiator (2000).RG 

The much smallcr scale Greek Film Industry could i l l  afford to produce films that thc 
Greek cinema going public did not want to sce. The term ‘ E ~ C O P ~ K ~ < ’  (profit making) 
describcs the type of films that the industry wished to producc: ones that wcrc succcssful 

’’ This bleaker outlook wiis not wcll received by contemporai-y film audiences. Competition from thc flourishing 
ncw medium of television for the public’s attention was anothcr contributing factor to the decline o l  the sword 
and sandals genrc. 

’” X O ~ ~ ~ T O S ,  lmopia (n. 9, above) 34. 

*I X O ~ ~ ~ T O < ,  Imopia (n. 9, above) 472 

” Symposium International h Dclphes 18-22 Aoilt I98 I ,  le /&/re un/ic/ue de nos jours,  Centre Culturel 
Europdcn de Delphes Athknes (Athcns 1984) 219. 
x? 

’4 Wyke, Projecfing (n. 5 ,  above) 184-85. 

Wykc, Projecting (n .  5 ,  abovc) 188. 

For a discussion of the film from an academic standpoint see M .  M .  Winklcr (ed.), Gladiator:Ji/rii nwf history 
(Oxford, 2004). Interestingly Gladiutor covers the same chronological period as ’I%e Full o f f h e  Konrrm Empire, 
but technological advances like computer gcnerated images made the film financially viable. For n coinpalison 
of the two films see Solomon, The urrcietit world (n, 4, above) 87-95. Still it was a big iisk for cincrging studio 
Drcamworks SKG to take, and they collaborated with Universal in order to reduce the financial risk the film 
reprcsented. Its succcss encouraged the productions of more epic films. Troy was Warner Rrothcrs’ blockbuster 
offering for the summer of 2004. Its budget was $170million. I t  was only moderately successful at the box 
office: G. Nisbet, Ancienl Greece i r i f i l m  cuzdpo/Julur culture (Exctcr 2006) 8 I .  Oliver Stone’s Alexurider (2004) 
on thc other hand, was a flop in  critical and financial terms: Nishet, Ancient Greece 127. Since Gladiulor there 
has been i: renaissance of the epic genre with Troy (2004), Alexmider (2004). Kitig Arfhur (2004) re-imagined as 
ii LAIC Roman epic for the big screen, and on television Helen of Troy (2003), the British-Italian co-pi-oductions 
Julius Cuesar (2002), ltizperiuin: Augicsrus (2003), Imperiuni: Nero (2004), and the series Empire (2005) and 
Rome (2005-07). /ml,eriurrz, a six-part mini series produced by ABC, focuses on the events following Ihc murder 
of Julius Caesar and the rise of Augustus: app.abc.go.coin/inovies/cinpire.htiiil, accessed 18/10/2007. Rome. an 
HBO/BRC/RAI co-production, had two seasons, but the high pi-oduction costs led to its cancellation: 
www.hbo.coin/rome/, accessed I8/10/2007. In Britain Bettany Hughes has produced several documen[aiics on 
aspects of the ancient world including Hefen of Troy, screened on Channel 4 in 2005. The RBC produced a tlocu- 
tli-:itna Aticien/ Rome: The Rise uruf Fall of An Ihpire  the following ycar. 

Elley, The epicfilm (n. 4, above) I 
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in the box-office and turned a good profit.87 The Industry avoided films like Antigone and 
Electra, ‘o iv~ph  ~ o ~ ~ T ? ~ c Y G ’  (qualitylworthy films) because they tended to be unpopular.88 
Tzavellas and Cacoyannis were therefore taking a risk when they decided to raise the 
standards of the industry by directing these films. 

As Greek filmmakers, Tzavellas and Cacoyannis did not share the American 
filmmakers’ interest in ancient Rome. They did, however, share their privileging of the 
narrative form of film that tells a story, and many of the changes they made to the source 
texts concern the rationalizing of the ancient playwrights’ more ambiguous  character^.^' 
The films’ narrative tells a more straightforward story that is more accessible to the 
audience, which might not be familiar with the original play. Cacoyannis and Tzavellas, 
like Hollywood directors, also saw parallels between fifth-century BC Athens and 
twentieth-ccntury events, but their perspective was that of two directors working outside 
Hollywood for a small national industry and within a modern Greek context. Electra and 
Antigone, released during the early sixties in the heyday of the Hollywood epics, would 
have invitcd comparison with these huge spectaculars, but they were also perceived as 
more thoughtful representations of antiquity. 

Another aspect of the Greek context of the film is the revival of ancient Greek tragedy 
in twentieth-century Greek theatre. Both Tzavellas and Cacoyannis worked as theatrical 
directors, and when it came to choosing a location for their films they took into account 
the long theatrical tradition of staging plays in  open-air theatres in Greece, which of 
course dates back to antiquity. This tradition was revived in Grecce in  the nineteenth” and 
particularly in  the twentieth ~ e n t u r y . ~ ’  The theatre of Epidaurus is one of the most famous 
outdoor theatre venues in Greece. Excavations on the site begun in 1881 by a Greek team 
led by Panagiotis Kavadias.92 Epidaurus now plays host to a summer programme of Greek 
tragedy and comedy. This revival of the open-air theatre festival begun in 1954 with a 

*’ r. Eoh6azo~, Imopia TOU E M ~ ~ J z K o ~  Kzvqparoypaqou, 105 Topo~.  1900-1967 (ABqva 2002) 173 

8R CohGdt~og, Imopia (n. 87, above) 282. This will be discussed further below. 

“This will be discussed more extensively below. 

The first performance of an ancient tragedy in Greece in  modern times dates back to the 16“’ century. In 
Zakynthos a revival of Aeschylus’ Persians was staged by the Venetian overlords of the island in honour of the 
naval victory of Lepnnto when a Christian League comprised of Venice, the Papacy and Spain defeated the 
Turkish navy in 157 1, This performance did not, however, inspire a revival of the practice of staging ancient 
Greek tragedy in Greece. Moreover i t  was performed in  Italian. P. Mavrornoustakos, ‘To Apxaio Ehhqvt~O 
Apapa mq N~oeh?qvitcfl Z K ~ V ~ :  Ax6 SOUS f7ipcrcq zou I57 I OTY IIpoo&yyiu&y xou 20011 Atcbva’, in Productions 
of micient Greek d r a m  in Europe during modern times, Enzavqtsta~fl I -pappada  Elhlvic3&1, I-’ A t ~ 8 v f i ~  
E x ~ G T T ~ ~ o v ~ ~ ~  Z u v a v q ~ q l  KBplcupa 4, 5 ,  6 ArrpAiou 1997 (AOqva 1999) 77-79. In the nineteenth century the 
first important performance of ancient Greek tragedy is Philoctetes in 1818. Mavromoustakos, To A p ~ k i o  
EMqvi~d (n. 90, above) 78. Many of these early productions stressed the link between ancient and modern 
Greece. As this was the century in which the new emerging Greek nation fought for and gained its independence, 
this emphasis is understandable. For an analysis of the general state of theatre in Greece and the East 
Mediterranean in the nineteenth century see 0. Xa~L,qnavr<fi<, Alrd rou NEUOU j r & p  TOU douvaj?~wq. To 

MEOOYEiOU, an6 rqv i6puq TOU avE<apzqzou K ~ ~ T O U S  6s zq MiKpaGiaTtmi Karaozpocpq, Topoq Al : R< cpoivtl; 

examine the period 1828-1875. Forthcoming volumes in this series will cover later periods. 

XpOViK6 Tl lS  aVhTU<q< TOU EhhIlVtKOU E57ayyEhpaTttCO6 eEaTpOU, OTO EUPUTEPO xhaiOt0 TqS AVaTOhiKqS 

EK TQS TEcppaS TOU. .  .(1828-1875), b~Tt70dTO MEGOYElaK6V Z:XOU6hV (Hph~hFio 2002) in tWO volumes that 

Mavromoustakos, To Apxaio E M ~ v ~ K ~  (n. 90, above) 79-87. 

‘’ K. rEopyoi)tsonouhoc,, K a t  I-. Z:a!@&, Elri6aupoq. To Apxaio OBazpo, 01 napacJracr&t< (ABfiva 2002) 26-29. 
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performancc of Euripides’ Hippolytus and continues to the prcsent day.” In the period 
bclween 1954 and 2001, for example, Sophocles’ Electru was staged 13 times and 
Euripides’ Electru was staged 5 times. Cacoyannis himself was thc theatrical director of 
one of thcsc productions of Sophocles’ Electru in 1983.94 

This continuing tradition of performing in outdoor theatres in  Greecc shaped 
Cacoyannis’ and Tzavellas’ views of ancicnt Greek tragcdy. 95 Two landmark 
performances of the plays in the 1930s werc the studcnt production of Antigorze in 1937 at 
the Herodeion theatre undcr the Acropolis and the 1938 pcrlormance of Sophocles’ 
Electru, the first performancc of an ancient play at Epidaurus in modern t i m c ~ . ~ ~  The 
staging of Grcek tragedy in thc ancient theatres was meant to cstablish thc uniquc 
sujtability of modern Greeks to perform the ancient plays i n  thc physical spaces where 
they wei-c first per f~rmcd. ’~  Theatre critics believed that thcse performances were 
championing thc continuation of the theatrical tradition from ancient to modern Greece.9s 
This rhetoric of a ‘live’ tradition of the open-air performance of Greek tragcdy makes 
Cacoyannis’ choice of the Greek countryside between Athens and Sounio as the setting of 
his film seem entirely natural and fitting. In 1961 when filming took place this arca was a 
lot less heavily built up than it is currently. It could thus represent an ideal rural setting 
that contrasts with the claustrophobic space of the palace set in the ruins of Mycenae. 
Tzavellas also used the Attic landscape around Athens as the backdrop of his film.99 His 
use of landscape is particularly effective in the scenes wherc Hacmon mourns the fate of 
Antigone, her entombment in the cave, and the tragic climax of the film.’00 Cacoyannis 
and Tzavcllas thus made the Greek landscape an cssential cleincnt of their  directorial 
vision for their cinematic reccptions of Euripidcs and Sophoclcs’ plays. 

Both Cacoyannis and Tzavcllas chose to film in the realistic niodc, but there is a 
crucial differencc in their approach. Tzavellas’ debt to theatrical conventions is much 
more apparent i n  his film. Despite his emphasis on spectacle and group scenes his film is 

93 r~wpyouooxouhoq, Elri6aupog (n. 92, above) 103-14 

” Soul-ce: rcwpyouconoulog, Elri6aupoq (n. 92, abovc) 247-452. For Cacoyannis see l~‘~wpyou~sOnoulo~,  
EiriLCaupoq (n. 92, abovc) 339. 

P. Michelakis, ‘The past as a foreign country? Greek tragedy, cinema and the polirics of spacc’, in Homer, 
rrugedy and beyond. Essays i n  honour of P. E. Easterling, cd. F. Budelmann and P. Michelakis (London 2001) 
24 1-46. 

A. Baotkioi), EKouyXpoviopdg tj lra/ik6oq; To Obarpo np6jaS G T ~ V  AA~jva TOI) M~oonohbpou, (AOqvn 2004) 
296. In 1939 the Royal Theatre of  Greece went on tour in  Europe with another production of Sophocles’ Electra 
that enjoyed great succcss. 

” The Metaxas dictatorship (1936-1941) encouraged the veneration of the past and the idea of the continuation 
of a tradition stretching back to ancient Grccce and mediated by Byzantiurn. They utilized archaeology as the 
visible link of this tradition, but their relationship with the past was not always straightforward. Y. Hamilakis, 
The narion and its ruins. Antiqui/y, rirchaeology and /he nci/ional imuginotion in Greece (Oxford 2007) 20 I -04. 
The performance of Grcek drama was one of these problematic areas. Antigone was one play that caused the 
authorities a grcat dcal of anxiety. Hamilakis, The narion 178. After all, its plot deals with a woman who defies 
the king of her city. 

‘)8 BuoAEiou, EKmiypoviupdq napkdou?l (n. 96, above) 293-99 

P 

96 

MacKinnon, Greek tragedy (n. 3, above) 70. 

I W  These scenes will be discussed furthcr below. 

99 
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still bound by theatrical conventions. The camera often stays static while the actors 
declaim their speeches. Tzavellas also partly modelled his Antigone on Hollywood sword 
and sandal epics.”’ His film opens with the image of a tragic mask that reminds the 
audience of the theatrical origins of the story. In the opening titles Tzavellas also utilises 
the image of curtains, a device used by Cecil B. DeMille in his film the Ten 
Commandments to introduce the spectacle.Io2 The titles of Antigone also boast that the 
film utilised the talents of five hundred soldiers and actors. DeMille was also famous for 
making such boasts both at the beginning of films and in the promotional material he 
produced to advertise them. Additionally, Antigone’s soundtrack is reminiscent of the type 
of music that Hollywood sword and sandal films employed to suggest the large scope of 
their narratives. This mixture of Hollywood elements and Greek tragedy is not always 
successful. 

Cacoyannis, on the other hand, chose to make a realistic film that more successfully 
camouflaged its theatrical origins, while at the same time maintaining its credentials as a 
Greek product. Cacoyannis’ use of spectacle is limited to the presentation of the ruins of 
Mycenae in the prologue. The ruins also serve as a visible link between modern and 
ancient Greece. He preferred to use Mikis Theodorakis’ soundtrack with its folk 
instruments stressing the Greek credentials of his film. His more simple approach fits the 
material of tragedy better. He disguises his debt to theatre better and this contributed to 
the favourable reception of his film in comparison with Tzavellas’ Antigone. 

Tzavellas’ presentation of &eon also owes a debt to filmic presentations of Roman 
emperors on the big scrcen.lo3 He first appears descending through the columns of the 
palace into the courtyard and addressing a crowd of soldiers, the chorus and Theban 
citizens from a plinth. He is often positioned higher than other characters, for example 
when he faces the guard and then Antigone. He is also positioned on top of a horse when 
he sends Antigone to the cave as well as when he confronts Teiresias, and he sits on his 
throne with the statue of Zeus behind him when Haemon tries to reason with him. By 
placing him in this way the camera often looks up at him and down on his opponents, thus 
signalling his power and authority which becomes progressively more oppressive. 

Kreon is also always surrounded and accompanied by a detachment of soldiers 
presumably some of the five hundred members of the Royal Guard the film boasted in its 
opening titles. This is another signifier of his oppressive power. Before he’hears of the 
burial of Polynices’ body he is also shown as taking part in a feast, drinking and eating 
while an aulos player entertains him and his guest. The Roman orgy was an important 
aspect of any sword and sandal epic of the ’50s and ’60s. His power in action is demon- 
strated by his dispatching his soldiers to search homes, drag people away and flog them in 
his search to find the culprit who buried the body. This presentation of Kreon utilising 
many of the elements familiar to audiences from Hollywood epics creates an unfavourable 

lo’ One 1960s film critic compared T/Avellas’s film to John Ford’s westerns in his use of the landscape. See 
Gordon Cow’s article on Antigone in Film & Filming 9 (May 1963) www.filmfestival.er/tributes/2003- 
2004/cinemytholoev/uk/fi1m29.html, accessed 03/04/2008. 

For Cecil B.  DeMille as narrator see Solomon, The ancient world (n. 4, above) 155. 102 

Io3 In the 1960s Greek film directors consciously tried to imitate the scope and spectacle of foreign films. 
Z O ~ ~ ~ T O S ,  Imopia (n. 87, above) 255. 
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pcrccption of him as a tyrannical ruler in thc vein of bad cmpcrors such as Nero in  Quo 
Vudis. 

I t  is hoped that this discussion of thc contcmporary context of Tzavellas’ and 
Cacoyannis’ films emphasises the importancc of cxarnining the surviving evidencc of the 
contemporary background of Sophoclcs’ play.lW Any examination of the rcceiving 
cultures cannot bc complete without a close ‘reading’ of thc cinematic adaptations thcm- 
selves in conjunction with a comparativc analysis of thc source texts. 

The dale of Antigone, the first of the Theban plays, is 442-441 BC.”’ At thc time 
Athcns was still a prosperous city, but thc play mediates certain contemporary tensions 
such as thosc surrounding funeral customs,’07 inheritance laws, and the proper bchaviour 
01’ thc polis and its citizens. Sophoclcs’ trcatmcnt of these issues did not providc his 
audiencc with straightforward solutions, but it did raise thesc important issucs within the 
context of a religious and civic festival that allowcd for a variety of voices to be heard. 

Thc main dilemma of Antigone concerns the question of whether Polynices should be 
buried. Funerals in ancient Athens wcrc originally private affairs in which women had a 
crucial role to play as mourners of the dead. As the democracy emerged in thc sixth and 
fifth ccntury BC, however, the state became more involved in how funerals were 
conductcd. Solon (Plutarch, Solon, 21.5) passcd laws to restrict excessive displays at 
funcrals, fearing the use powerful aristocratic families could make of such occasions.”’ 
Under Pericles the polis took over the burial of its war dead by organising big public 
luncrals (Thuc. 2.34).’09 This reinforced thc idca that the citizens’ first duty was to the 

I06 

I0I For the importance of the contemporary context in our efforts to evaluate the play in ternis of its 
contcniporary audience see W. B. Tyrrell and L. J.  Bennett, Recapturirzg Sophocles’ A i l t i p i e  (Lanhain, 
Maryland 1988) 99. See also C. B. Pattcrson, ‘Antigone’s answcr: essays on death and burial, family and statc in 
classical Athens’, Helios 33s (2006) 9-48, at 9-10, and J.  Bccr, Sophocles and the trrrgedy ~f Athetlirrn 
denrocrucry (Wcstport, Connecticut 2004) 68. 

”’ M. Griffith, Sophocles, Antigotie, Cainbtidge Greek and L a t i n  Classics (Cambridge 1999) I .  Scc also Bagg 
and Hagg, ‘Introduction: Greek rheati-e’ (11. 76, above) 15. Knox datcs the play to-just before 441 BC: 13. Knox, 
‘Introduction’. i n  Sopliocles, The Three Thebutt Plays: Antigone, Oediprrs the K i q ,  Oedipus at Colorlns, trans. 
Robert Fagles (London 1982) 21. Carter dates it to 442 BC: 1). M. Cartcr, The politics of Greek truged-y (Biistol 
2007) 103. 

For the role of drama as mediator of contemporary anxictics and conflicts see Griffin, Sopliocles (n. 105, 
cibovc) 43. Scc also C. P, Segal, Tragedy and civilization. An interpretation of Sophoclcs (Canibritlgc, 
Massachusetts and London 1981) 206. 

“” S. B. Fcrrario, ‘Replaying Antigone: changing pattcrns of public and private commemoration at Athens c. 
440-350’, Helios 33s (2006) 79-1 17, at 104-05. 

In* Rccr, Sophoc1e.s (n. 104, above) 68. See also Pattcrson, ‘Antigone‘s answer’ (n. 104, abovc) 23-24. Roman 
aristocratic fainilics in the time of the Republic also utilized thc occasion of the funerals of members of their 
fatnily to curry favour with the people by staging shows and glxIiatoI.ia1 contests. Under the emperors this 
practice was discontinued. 

I” Beer, Sopliocles (n. 104, above) 68, and C. Scgal, ‘Introduction’, i n  Sophocles Anfigom, trans. R. Gibbons 
and C. Scgal, (Oxford 2003) 5.  See also Patterson, ‘Antigone’s answcr’ (n. 104, above) 21-31 on public burials. 

I M 
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polis and not to their o i k o ~ . ” ~  In his film Tzavellas portrays Eteocles’ funeral as a big 
public event as befits a warrior who fcll in battle in defence of his polis.”’ 

The polis could also refuse burial (exorisrnos) to traitors and criminals in extreme 
cases, although it could not prevcnt their burial outside the boundaries of the city-state or 
indeed even their secret burial by philoi (loved ones)112 within the state limits.”3 Patterson 
makes the important point that although traitors were indeed left unburied they were not 
left so within the boundaries of the polis.l14 The audience would have been shocked at the 
thought of the miasma the state would incur by Creon’s decision to 1eave.the body of 
Polynices unburied within the boundaries of the polis. 

An interesting point of similarity between the two plays is that the desecration of the 
body of Polynices is reminiscent of  the fate of Agamemnon’s body. Both are exposed and 
are prayed upon by scavengers. In his decree Creon wants Polynices’ body to become 
food for  vulture^,"^ and that is also how Antigone had imagined the scene of her brother’s 
unburied body in the prologuc.’I6 The desecration of the body of Agamemnon alluded to 
by Electra in Euripides’ version”’ is followed later in the play by the scene in which she 
rants over the body of Aegisthus.“’ In this play we thus have one reported desecration and 
the actual presence of a body on the stage, whereas in Antigone we have the desecration of 
the body of Polynices and two bodies on fhe stage, those of Haemon and Eurydice. Both 
of those will receive the full funeral rites as Eteocles had and belatedly Polynices. The 
desecration and the issue of the proper funeral rites for the dead are important concerns 
not only for Antigone, but for Euripides’ Electru as well. In terms of the portrayal of  the 
dead in the films under discussion Tzavellas only gives his audience glimpses of the 
corpse of Polynices, while Cacoyannis adds a scene in which Agamemnon’s tomb is 
defiled and Electra’s offerings are scattered by Aegisthus and his soldiers. 

I10 Tyrrell and Bennett, Recapturing (n. 104, above) 114-118. See also R. Bagg and M .  Bagg ‘Antigone. From 
what kind of parents was I born’, in The Oedipus plays of Sophocles: Oedipus the King, Oedipus at Kolonos, 
Antigone, trans. Robert Bagg (Amherst and Boston, 2004) 163. 

‘‘I This will be discussed more extensively below 

The term could refer to relatives and/or friends. The correct definition of the term is seen as problematic in the 
play. Bagg and Bagg, Anrigone (n. 110, above) 162, and Griffith, Sophocles (n. 105, above) 40-41. As her uncle 
Creon is Antigone’s philos, but he becomes her echthros (enemy) by his decree and the sentence of death he 
imposed upon her. Polynices was also both a philos and an echthros, because although a member of the royal 
family of Thebes he attacked his city. The term is thus problematized in the play, and the complication of human 
relationships is explored. 

‘ I 3  Tyrrell and Bennett, Recapturing (n. 104, above) 131-32; Griffin, Sophocles (n. 105, above) 30 

Patterson, ‘Antigone’s answer’ (n. 104, above) 33-35. 

‘I5 Sophoclcs, Antigone 203-06. Sky burials were a Persian funerary custom, so this would have counted against 
Creon with the ancient Greek audience. S. West, ‘Sophocles’ Antigone and Herodotus Book Three’, in Sophocles 
revisited. Essays presented to Sir Hugh Lloyd-Jones, ed. J. Griffin (Oxford 1999) 109-36, at I18 n. 41. 

‘ I 6  Sophocles, Anfigone 28-30. 

‘ I 7  Euripides, Electra 327-30. This will be discussed further below. Cf: Sophocles, Electru 44446. Electra talks 
of the dishonourablc killing of her father and the mutilation of his body. In the deception scene she also laments 
that she did not have the opportunity to mourn and bury her brother properly: Sophocles, Electru 1131-42, 
I 209- 10. 

‘ I 8  This will be discussed in greater detail below. 
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The issuc 01‘ inheritance is another important aspect of the play. Crcon aftcr all became 
ruler of Thebes by default as the line of Oedipus’s male hcirs was disrupted whcn both 
Eteocles and Polyniccs perished.”’ Creon’s claim on the throne is based on matrilineal 
descent as he is thc brother of Jocasta.12’ This also makes Antigonc an epikleros like 
Electra.”’ Her intended marriagc to Haemon, her closest male relative,‘** would have 
becn in accordance with customs governing inheritance in  ancient Greecc that stipulatcd 
that when a woman was the only survivor of an oikos she had to pass on her inhcritancc to 
the closest male rclativc. It was considered her duty to continue the bloodlinc, but 
Antigonc and her intended bridegroom Haemon choose instead to die, a dccision that is 
disastrous for the continuation of her family.’23 Names are important i n  Greek tragedy, 
and thc narncs of the two heroines are indicative of their transgressivc nature. Elccti-a’s 
namc alludcs to her continued state of virginity. In ancient Greek &xrpo< mcans un- 
weddcd.Iz4 Antigone’s name suggests that she is opposed to offspring, y6v0<.’*~ Hcr 
decision to bury hcr brothcr lcads to death and sterility.’*‘ 

In Antigone the gods arc more remote.I2’ There is no deus ex machina as at the end ol‘ 
Euripides’ Electru. There is in [act no cpiphany at all in Antigone. Thc gods do not inter- 
vene to save Antigone,128 whereas in  Euripides the Dioscuri aid Orcstcs and Elcctra. 
Antigone invokes the chthonic powers, but when she is buried alive all shc can do is 
choose her own method of dying. She hangs herself and bcconies the bride of Hades.‘*’ 
Both Creon and Antigonc claim to be upholding divine laws and acting in accordance 
with the will of thc gods,I3’ but in the end neither receives divinc aid. It is Teiresias who is 
the mouthpiece of the gods, and he talks of the miasma that Creon has brought onto the 
city that has disrupted communication with the gods.”’ In Tzavellas’ film becausc of its 
pro-Antigone bias the gods, like the citizens of Thebes, are portraycd as being on her 
side."* 

Creon will also lose his last surviving son, thus leaving him without male heirs like Oedipus bcforc him. It  
can then be argued that he inherits Oedipus’ curse: Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) I 1 .  
120 

Marrirrge in Sophoclecrrr /rugerly (Austin 1999) 85-86. 

‘’I Orninnd, Excliange (n. 120, above) 92 

I?’ They are first cousins. Marriage between first cousins is forbidden by law in  modern Greccc 

Carter, The politics /( Greek rrrrgedy (n. 105, above) 105, and K. Ormand, Excliurige urid //re muiden. 

Ormand, Exciiui~ge (11. 120, above) 96-98. 

See LSJ S.V. Antigone uses the same word to dcsciibc her status in I .  9 17 of the play. 

123 

1?4 

I?’ See LSJ s.v.; Tyrrcll and Bennett, Recnpturing (n. 104, above) 116. Griffith suggests that her n:mc was 
invented to f i t  her I-ole: Griffith, Sophocles (11. 105, above) 10 n. 36. See also Hagg and Ungg, Atitisone (11. I 10, 
above) 172 n. 14. 

Segal, Tragedy urid civilizutiori (n. 106, above) 18 I 

Teiresias acts as their spokesperson, and i t  can be argued that Antigonc bccorncs the tool they use to destroy 

126 

1?7 

Crcon. For Antigonc as the agent of the gods see Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) 3 I 11. S S .  

Segal, ‘Inti-oduction’ (n. 109, above) 11-12. 128 

1?9 Scgal, 7i-ugedy a d  civilization (n. 106, above) 156 

Scgal, Tragedy und civilizntion (n. 106, above) 64 for Antigone and 67 for Creon. 

1 3 ’  Griffith, Sopliocles (n. 105, above) 10 

13’ They do not appear in the film but they are often referred to. 
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Antigone is a play that lends itself to political interpretation. For modern Western 
audiences Antigone the individual is clearly in  the right. Modern ideas about personal 
freedom in a democratic state make Creon’s attempt to stop Antigone burying her brother 
seem like the worst type of tyranny.’33 Many modern receptions of the play take this line. 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth century Antigone was not popular on the Western 
stage,’34 but that changed in the nineteenth century. The play was much lauded by the 
German Romantics and Hegel in partic~lar.”~ It is his view that Antigone is undoubtedly 
the heroine of the play that held general sway.136 This view was also generally held within 
academia’37 until the late 1 9 5 0 ~ , ’ ~ *  shortly before Tzavellas created his cinematic 
reception of the play. Twentieth-century theatrical receptions of the play have also tended 
to read the play in this way. In Jean Anouilh’s Antigone staged in February of 1944, 
Antigone is associated with the French resistance and Creon with the Nazi occupiers.t39 
Bertolt Brecht’s 1948 production is even more violently pro-Antigone as he associated 
Creon with Hitler.I4’ As McDonald writes, Tzavellas’ Antigone is ‘a politically chargcd 
film’.’41 Such a clear-cut identification of Antigone with the rights of the individual and 
Creon with an oppressive state is, however, anachronistic. 

Both Tzavellas and Cacoyannis were concerned with the quality of the films that the 
Greek Film Industry produced. In an interview Tzavellas talks of the low brow fare 
available to the Greek cinema His Antigone was meant to raise the standards of 
the industry. Tzavellas’ decision to take a serious, theatrical approach in his film is more 

It will be interesting to see how current fears of terrorism and the greater security measures they have inspired 
will affect the reception of Antigone in the future. 

E. Hall and F. Macintosh, Greek rragedy and the British theatre, 1660-1914 (Oxford, 2005) 317. 

Hall and Macintosh, Greek tragedy (n. 134, above) 318. The Potsdam production ofhitigone started a trend 
for staging the play that continues to this day. For more information on this production, as well as the Covent 
Garden and Dublin productions, see Hall and Macintosh, Greek tragedy (n. 134, above) 3 18-27. 

136 Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) 3-4. 

137 Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) 12-13. For an example of this view see R. C. Jebb, Sophocles: Antigone, 
reprint of Jebb’s 1900 text with an introduction by Ruby Blondell (London 2004) xxii. An early modern Greek 
scholar Bapflou66qq in his 1928 critical commentary of the play views Antigone as an extreme character, 
impatient and under severe stress, but ultimately heroic and altruistic in her desire to give her brother a proper 
burial. E. r. Bapf lodaqq,  KpiriKai Kai EppqveunKai M.AEsai crri v j s  Avriydvqq rov ~ o 9 o d P o u q  (ABjvai 1928) 
3-6. 

Kirkwood found Antigone admirable but harsh: G. M. Kirkwood, A study of Sophoclean drama (New York 
1958) 121. Knox in his monumental study of Sophoclean drama The heroic temper is another scholar who 
rebelled against Hegel’s view of Antigone. He focuses on her intransigence, the very quality that makes her, in 
his opinion, a characteristically Sophoclean heroine: B. M. W. Knox, The heroic temper. Studies in Sophoclean 
tragedy (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1964). Both these scholars still viewed Antigone as largely heroic. Recent 
criticism, however, has tended to focus more on the darker aspects of her character: Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, 
above) 12-13. 

139 Knox, ‘Introduction’ (n. 105, above) 22. It is testament to the source’s ambiguity that Anouilh’s version was 
greeted enthusiastically by both the French and the German sections of the audience. It  also an example of how 
classics can be used to mask subversive political agendas. 

I4O b o x ,  ‘Introduction’ (n. 105, above) 22-23. 

M. McDonald, The living art of Greek rragedy (Bloomington 2003) 94. 141 

14’ Zo166~0<, Imopia (n. 9, above) 344. 
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understandablc when viewed in  this light. A film based on a Greek tragedy conferred the 
glamour and kudos of the ancicnt past on the modern medium of cinema. Unfortunately, 
the expcrimcnt failed and was not r ~ p c a t e d . ’ ~ ~  Cacoyannis in his Electi-a took special care 
to disguise the film’s theatrical origins better and to capitalize on the new medium’s 
capabilitics. Although Electrn still has some theatrical clcmcnts, it is better suited to thc 
medium of cinema. Its continued reception dernonstratcs thc strengths of Cacoyannis’ 
film. Tzavcllas’ more theatrical reception on the other hand has been well less received. 
Both films wcrc considercd commercial failures whcn they wei-e but 
Cacoyannis went on to complctc his Euripidcan trilogy, and his films have enjoycd a 
better reception than Tzavcllas’ Antigone. 

Tzavellas’ film rather lcss successfully attempted to do the same with the issues that 
hc saw as important for his audience in 1960s Greece. His main concerns were quality 
cinema and thc role of Greek tragedy in  improving the standard of films available to the 
cinema-going public of thc time, as wcll as commenting on the importancc of good 
leadership after more than half a century of great turbulence for the Greek nation. 
Tzavcllas pared down thc complexities of the original A i ~ t i g o n e ’ ~ ~  so that his reception 
could addrcss these issucs. 

The action of Tzavellas’ film starts with a prologue that sets the scene as Cacoyannis 
does with his Electru. The camera tracks across wall paintings that tell the story of the 
royal house of Thcbes in visual terms, while thc narrator gives the audicnce the 
background they nccd in order to follow the story. Unlike the ancient dramatists Tzavellas 
and Cacoyannis could not assuinc that their audience would bc familiar with the story. 
This tableau is morc static than Cacoyannis’ sccnes of thc rcturn of Agamcinnoii. His 
prologue i s  more cinematic and fluid because i t  is further rcmoved from theatrical devices 
such as backdrops and scts used in the medium of theatre. 

The film then rejoins the world of the play (prologue). Antigone and Ismene (played 
by Maro Kodou) meet in  thc darkness of p r c - d a ~ n , ’ ~ ‘  while around them soldiers gathcr 
the arms of those who fell i n  the battlc. I t  is a dark and sinister sccne. Antigone’s 
character is cstablishcd at thc outset as intransigent and unbending, as in the source text. 
Isrnenc is her foil, the weaker loving sister. In the film the sisters are not alone as in  
Sophocles’ play, and Antigonc has to draw Isinenc away from the Theban soldiers to 
impart to her the news of Krcon’s decree. Tzavcllas wanted to establish his film’s cpic 
scope by the usc of crowd sccncs addcd onto thc action of the play, but this scene is also a 

147 

This was Tzavcllas’ one zinc1 only attcinpt to film Greek tragedy, and no director has atteinpted a major film 143 

based on Sophocles’ Ariiifioiie since: Solomon, 77re ancient work/ (n. 4, above) 262. 

C O ~ ~ ~ I T O ~ ,  lmopin (11. 87, above) 282. 

For ii  reading of thc play and i l ie issues i t  presents as complex and not in terms of direct oppositcs sce Segal, 
‘Introduc!ion’ (n .  109, above) 3; Grilfirh, Soplzodes (11. 105, above) 45; K. Keinhardt, Sopiiocles, trans. H. and 
11. Harvey, intro. I-lugh Lloyd-Jones (Oxford 1979) 69; and Knox, ’Die / w o k  ienzper (n. 138, above) 75. Scodel 
also vicws the play in terms of its inoral complexity: R .  Scodel, Sophocles (Boston 1984) 57. 

144 

145 

Thc play’s prologue is also set at dawn. Scodcl, Sophocks (n. 145, above) 43 

14’ Griffith, Soplzocles (11. 10.5, above) 10; Kirkwood, S/ucly (11. 138, above) 119-21 

146 
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visible reminder that the royal sisters are members of a larger city and not just 
 individual^.'^^ 

The action of the film moves forward to later in the day and shows the soldiers still 
engaged in their duty of gathering up the arms of the fallen and disposing of the corpses. It 
is then that the chorus makes its first appearance in  the film. They are dressed in antique 
costumes’49 with curly wigs and beards, and they all carry shepherds’ staffs ( ~ h k o ~ 5 ) .  
Their costumes were inspired by contemporary theatrical productions of Greek drama,’50 
but would have appeared faintly ridiculous o n  thc silver ~ c r e e n . ’ ~ ’  The chorus procecds to 
interact with the soldiers and the crowd as’talk focuses on the recent victory. This replaces 
the chorus’ rejoicing in the source text,’” and allows Tzavellas to add another crowd 
scene and a display of soldiers clashing their  sword^."^ This chorus does not sing or 
dance, and most of their commentary is delivcrcd by the chorus leader (Theodoros 
Moridis) and the off-screen voice of the na r ra t~ r . ”~  Tzavellas edited all of the chorus’ 
choral passages in an attempt to integrate the chorus into the medium of film.’5s 

All these additional scenes frame Kreon’s first appearance. The camera angle shifts to 
a high angle looking down from the perspective of a lion statue, and i t  is at this point in 
the film that Kreon makes his first appearance as he descends the steps of the palace and 
addresses the crowd from a plinth, an orator secure of his audience. This majestic first 
entrance is enhanced by the association of a high camera angle with Kreon as a tangible 
sign of his a ~ t h o r i t y . ’ ~ ~  

Demosthenes praised Creon’s first speech as that of a wise ~ ta tesman,”~  but since then 
scholarly opinion has varied about the merits of his speech.I5* His language bccomes 

14’ In Greek tragedy there is always tension between the world of the play ruled over by kings and the democratic 
city of Athens. 

MacKinnon, Greek rrugedy (n. 3, above) 72. 14!, 

Is” For photographic cvidence from the performance history of the play in modem Greece see Y .  Andreadis, In 
the truckr of Dionysus. Ancient rrugedy p e i f o m n c e s  in Greece, 1867-2000 (Athens 2005) 240 (1905 
performance of Anrigone) and 242 (1940 performance). Costumes for the Theban chorus of Oedipus Tyrunnus 
are similar: see 271-72 (1919 performance), 274-76 (1951 performance). 

I s ’  As one reviewer put it, ‘why festoon the  Chorus of elders in crepe hair which makes them look like Spirits of 
Christmas Present in suniiner moult?’: MacKinnon, Greek rrugedy (n. 3, above) 72. Tzavellas himself was happy 
with the wigs which he had made in Italy: ZohGdcro<, Iuropia (n. 9, above) 473. 

Sophocles, Anrigone 100-61 

There is a similar scene in Cacoyannis’ Electru, where a group of masked soldiers dance and clash swords as 
Oresres kills Aegisthus. This will be discussed further below, but i t  is a more effective scene than the one in 
Tzavellas’ Anfigone. 

MacKinnon, Greek tragedy (n. 3 ,  above) 72. 

15’ MacKinnon, Greek trugedy (n. 3, above) 72-73. 

This placement of Kreon on a high vantage point is important for the presentation of his character in the film. 
It  is a visual sign of his authority over the city of Thebes and all its inhabitants. This will be discussed further 
below. 

Demosthenes, On the false embassy 247. Ferrario argues that Dernosthenes’ judgement of Creon was 
influenced by a change of attitudes towards the issue of the burial and commemoration of the dead in the fourth 
century BC. This change made Demosthenes more sympathetic to Creon’s position: Ferratio, ‘Replaying 
Anrigone’ (n. 107, above) 105-06. Pericles’ funeral speech (delivered in 43 1/30 BC) contains similar rhetoric: 
Knox, ‘Introduction’ (n. 105, above) 23. 
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incrcasingly authoritarian and tyrannical. In the play Creon is associated with oriental 
rulers."' His violation of burial customs is reminiscent of Cambyses and other oricntal 
rulers described in  Book 3 of Herodotus,16' and there is cvidence to suggcst that hc was 
dressed as one as well.'6' His arrogance and paranoia about a secret conspiracy against 
him facilitatcd by bribesI6* become increasingly apparent as the play progresscs. He 
accuses both the guardi6'and TcircsiasIM of plotting against him and accepting bribcs. His 
continued use of words likc K.$$o< (profit)'65 and bad p/zrenes'66 is indicativc of' his 
obsession and his bclicf in  the rightness of his own judgment. His usc of logos i n  thc play 
becomcs incrcasingly tyranni~al, '~ '  and he tries to stifle free expression likc an oricntal 
despot.lGR In the film he is portrayed i n  this way from thc start, and his f'erocity only 
cscalaics when he is opposcd. 

By associating Kreon with military symbols reminiscent of the stcrcotypical bad 
Hollywood emperor and by malung him act in an arrogant manner, Tzavcllas undcrmines 
his authority and firmly places his film in  the pro-Antigonc camp. Kreon appears 
surrounded by a guard of' honour, and he is hailed as a victorious g e n ~ r a l . ' ~ '  The crowd 
surrounds him, and thc soldiers carry Eteocles' body on a strctchcr and place it in front of 
Kreon. In the next scene he is shown on his chariot presiding over Eteocles' l'uncral pyre, 
again surroundcd by a crowd. It is then that Kreon makes his pronouncement regarding 
the f'ate of Polyniccs' body.'70 A tracking shot of the faces of the chorus makcs their 
disapproval plain. 

Scgal believes that Crcon is initially presented sympathetically: Segal, 'Introduction' (n .  109. above) 8. 
Winnington-ltigrani agrees, but sees warning signs of what will follow, ;IS docs Kickwood. See K.  P. 
Winiiingdon-lngrani, Sophocle.~. An interpretdon (Cambridge, 1980) 122-24, and Kirkwood, Sfudy (n .  138, 
above) 121. Seale, on the other hand, finds Creon's speech 'authoritarian' but 'iiiipcrsonal': D. Sealc, Vision  rid 
srugecrujf in Sopliocfes (London, Canbcna 1982) 86. 

Is' West, 'Sophocles' A n f i p i e  and Herodotus' (n. 115, above) 119. 

"" W a r ,  'Sophoclcs' Antigone antl Herodotus' (n,  115, above) 117-19 anti 130-32 

1 %  

Wesr, 'Sophocles' Antigonc! and Herodotus' (n. 115, above) 124 Ihl 

Id' SophocleT, Anfigone 289-303 

163 Sophocles, Antigone 3 10- I4 

"' Sophoclcs, Antigone, 1034-47 

I" Soptiocles, An/i,yone 3 10 ( ~ i p 6 0 ~ )  and I 037 ( K E ~ ~ ~ v E T ' ) .  

I66 S. D. Sullivan, Sopliocles' i i ~ e  ojpsychological terminology: old arid new (Richmond. Onl. 1999) 266-7 1 . 
'" Griffith, So/dzocle.r (n.  105, above) 36, and I<. W. Bushnell, Prophesyirlty frcrgec1.y. Sip1 and voice in  
So/JhOc/eS' Theban phys  (Ithaca and London 1988) 54. 

I" West, 'Sophocles' Antigone and Herodotus' (n. 115, above) 126 

This scene is reminiscent of Hollywood's portrayals of Roman triumphs such as Marcus Vinicius (played by 
Robert Taylor) returning from the wars in  Quo Vcrdis (1951) and Quintus Anius (Jack Hawkins) accompanicd by 
Judah Ben-Hur on his chariot in Ben Hur (1959). Tzavellas' spectacle is on a more modest scale, but i t  does set 
up Kreon as a misguided military ruler in  the mould ofthe Roman models perpetuated by Hollywood. 

I 7 O  Thcrc are interesting I-lorncric parallels between Creon's refusal to bury Polynices and Achilles' trcatmcnt of 
the body of Hector. For :I discussion of this see H. A. Shapiro, 'The wrath of Cccon: withholding but-ial in  Homcr 
antl Sophocles', He1io.s 33s (2006) I 19-34, at 119-20. 
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Kreon’s association with Roman emperors as portrayed by Hollywood continues in the 
scene of the Roman-style feast17’ he holds that is interrupted by the arrival of the 
guardsman (Ioannis A r g h y r i ~ ) . ’ ~ ~  The guardsman is a comic character in  the film, a 
modern translation of Sophocles’ low character that cringes and tries to excuse his 
dereliction of duty. Kreon explodes in fury when he hears of Polynices’ burial. His 
response to the elder who suggests that the burial might have been divinely accomplished 
is to call him ‘5EpopapkvoS’ (someone who makes bad decisions due to advanced age). 

Kreon’s bullying of the chorus is followed by scenes added by Tzavcllas showing his 
soldiers tenorising the town, flogging citizens, arresting them and dragging them out of 
their homes. One particularly poignant scene shows a father being dragged away as his 
daughter begs the soldiers to spare him. These additions help to establish Kreon as a tyrant 
who uses fear to rule his people. Even the house of the chorus leader is searched and he 
mutters that Kreon is ‘av66to~’ (unworthy) to rule. Through his window the elder sees 
Antigone being escorted by the guardsmen towards the palace. 

Tzavellas has the guardsman narrate his story. His words are also represented visually 
on the screcn, so the audience sees his narrative as it unfolds.’73 The guardsmen are shown 
arguing with each other as the dust storm sweeps the landscape, and then Antigone is 
revealed embracing the body of Polynices and the guardsmen seize her. The thorny issue 
of the second is solved by Tzavellas by the addition of a scene showing the 
guards sweeping away the light covering of dust that Antigone had placed on the body of 
Polynices and scattering her funeral offerings. She must therefore return to cover him 
again. 

This scene, where the guardsmen surround Antigone and seize her, bears many 
similarities with the scene where Cacoyannis shows Aegisthus bullying Electra at the 
tomb of her father. His soldiers seize the heroine as the guardsmen do Antigone. For the 
audience these scenes emphasize the victimization of the heroines by bad rulers. 
Cacoyannis’ decision to have Aegisthus strike Electra serves to increase sympathy for his 
heroine. 

Kreon’s first agon (verbal battle) with Antigone is fraught with conflict as she calmly 
opposes his will. During the argument he places himself on a higher level than her, kying 
to intimidate her physically as well as verbally, but the impression he gives of looming 
over Antigone further establishes his unfair treatment of her. Ismene tries to share the 
blame for the burial, but Antigone refuses to let her do so. She is not portrayed as 

” I  Interestingly Eurydice (played by Ilia Livikou) joins Kxeon for the feast so her first appearance does not come 
at the end as it does in the source play. 

Tzavellas makes a point of showing the guardsman having to gain entry into the palace, which is guarded by 
soldiers. Access to Kreon is strictly monitored and he is surrounded by his guards throughout the film, another 
sign of his temporary power. Only in  the end is he alone when he loses his status as king. 

MacKinnon, Greek Trugedy (n. 3, above) 73. 

Sophocles, Antigune 255-60 for the first burial and 429-32 for the second. For a discussion of the problem of 
the second burial see Scodel, Sophocles (n. 145, above) 55-56. Some critics have suggested that the problem can 
be solved if the first burial was accomplished by the agency of the gods: Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) 
31-32, id., Trugedy and civilizatian (n. 106, above) 159-60, and Knox, ‘htroduction’ (n. 105, above) 64. 

I73 
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unloving and cold in the film though, as she appears in the source play.’75 She cmbraccs 
Isnicnc and her cyes softcn. Tzavellas makes it clear that her motive for rcfusing to 
implicatc Tsmene is to savc her sister.’7G Once again hcr charactcr is softencd and made 
more acceptablc to a modern audience than the Maenad of Sophocles’ play.’77 

Thc sccond confrontation between Antigone and Kreon takes place in  front of thc cavc 
as hc disrupts her lament and forces her into the cave, thus scaling hcr fate. In the film 
Antigone is escorted to the cave where she is to be buried alive by a wholc procession of 
soldicrs and citizcns, as wcll as thc chorus and K r e ~ n . ’ ~ ’  Tzavellas crcatcs sympathy for 
his Antigonc by focusing on her grief as she laments her fate, whilc Kreon sits unmovcd 
on his horse and watchcs her coldly. He then orders his soldiers to force hcr bodily into 
the cave. Tzavellas further humanizes his Antigone by showing her anguish at her 
impending doom. Shc is still heroic and docs not change her mind, but she is gcnuinely 
reluctant to die. She has to be dragged by two soldiers. Sophoclcs’ Antigone on the other 
hand sccins to long for d ~ a t l i . ’ ~ ~  

Tzavcllas also added scenes to emphasise Antigone’s suffering in the cavc. These 
scenes are the ones praised by Solomon because they reveal her despair ovcr her living 
burial. Tzavcllas’ Antigone stumbles about the cave and there is a scnsc of vertigo and 
claustrophobia as thc camera bounccs off the walls of the cavc. Antigone’s cycs fall on 
her headscarf. A look of horror fills her eyes. Tzavellas suggests that i t  is at this rnomcnt 
that thoughts of suicide enter her mind. This is a very effective scenc indced, and one in 
which Tzavellas’ prcscnts his audicncc with Antigone’s point of view. Thc audiencc is 
meant to sympathizc with her predicament and the terrible choice she is forccd to makc. 

In thc play Antigonc’s dccision to commit suicide is portrayed as Icss straight- 
forwardly heroic. Thcrc is a disconcerting similarity betwccn hcr death and thc rituals of 
niarriagc.’’O Antigone hcrself brings up this association in her komrnos: 

K a i  vfiv &IEL p~ 6iiX x~pQv O ~ ~ T C O  hap& 
& ~ E K T ~ O V ,  dtvvupivaLov, O ~ T E  TOU ycipou 
pipoq haxoikav O ~ T E  nai6siou ~pocpqq, 
dthh’ 
660’ eav6vTov ZpxopaL Kcnamacp&S.’*’ 

bpqpoq npbq cpihwv li 66,pOpoS 

Griffith, Sophocles (n. 105, abovc) 54. C/. Knox, who also believes that Antigone’s motivation is to safeguard 
her sister by convincing him of the fact that it was she alone who defied his orders: Knox, The heroic ternper 
(n. 138, abovc) 6.5. 

I75  

Scodel believes that Isniene’s role in  the play is lo show a more human side of Antigone’s ch;iractcr: Scodel, 
Sophocles (n. 145, above) 49-SO. 

177 For Antigone as Maenad see Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) 28. 

17’ Another chance for Tzavellas to show off the number of actors he had at his disposal 

17’) Sophoclcs, Antigone 516-18. See also Knox, ‘Introduction’ (n. 105, above) 29. In Lican’s opinion Antigone 
wants to die (’/he et/iic.s o~p.r~c/ioa,ici~yysis, 1959) See P. A. Miller, ‘Lacan’s Antigone: the sublimc object and 
thc ethics of interpretation’, Phoenix 61, 1-2, Spring/Summer, Classical Association of Canada (2007) 1-14, at 
1-4. 

”” This aspect of the play was explored by Ormand in his Exchange und the nzaideri (n. 120, abovc) and by 
Tynell and Bennett in their Recapturing Sophocles’ Antigone (n. 104, above). 

”’ Sophoclcs, Antigone 9 16-20 
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. . . I have 
No share of marriage 
Rites, nor did 
Any hymn of marriagc 
Sing mc to 
My wedding. 
Instead my marriage will be to Acheron. 

Death and marriage were linked in  Greek thought as they were both important trans- 
itions."' There is also evidence to suggest that Antigone was dressed in a violet costume, 
traditionally the colour of brides.Is3 She also uncovers her head and asks the chorus to 
look upon hcr 6 ~ 1 2 ~ 6  pYis4(see me),i85 as a bride would do after the wedding feast. The rite 
of anakalypteria (the unveiling) marked the bride's consent and the official beginning of 
the marriagc.'86 In the film Antigonc is dressed in white in accordance with the theatrical 
conventions of the time,Iv7 and her head is uncovered for most of the scene. She does 
however carry hcr shawl out of which she will fashion a noose with which to hang herself. 

In ancient Greek thought a virgin who died was described as being married to 
Hades."' Antigone is led into the cave that is also her bridal chamber as she herself 
describes it,'" a pcrvcrsion of the tradition whcre the groom takes his bridc by the wrist 
and leads her to the chariot that will conduct her to her new aik~s.'~* Antigone is instead 
forcibly led by Creon's nien into the cave and sealed in her tomb while still alive. Once 
there she chooses to hang herself rathcr than starve to death. She thus retains control over 
her body and access to it.'9' As a result of her actions though she becomes apolis (without 
a city), the transgrcssive other forever outside the city and the laws that govern it.192 

"' Tyrrell and Bennett, Reccipturing (n. 104, above) 98. 

I x 3  Tyil-ell and Bennett, Recupring (n .  104, above) 99-100. Bagg and Bagg, Antigone (n. 110, above) 172 n. 15 
and commentary p. 259. 

Sophocles, Antigone 806. 

Griffith, Sophoctes (n. 105, abovc) 266. Before she is taken away Antigone asks the chorus to look upon her 
for the last time: ~&i)(Sa&TE (Anrigone 940). 

Tyrrell and Bennett, Kecupturing (n. 104, above) 100-01. . .  

In the theatrical productions of the first half of the twentieth century Antigone was dressed in white or black 
or a combination of the two colours. Andreadis, In the trucks ofDionysu.7 (n. 150, above) 240 (1905 performance 
of Antigone) and 243 (I956 performance of Anrigone in which the heroine's dress is white but she carries a black 
shawl). C' 241 (1910 performance of Antigone in which the heroine is dressed entirely in  black). Cacoyannis 
dressed his heroine primarily in black to emphasize the fact that she in mourning for her murdered father. 

"' Ormand, Exchunge (n. 120, above) 93 

"') Sophocles, Antigone 89 I .  

")' Tyrrell and Bennett, Recupturing (n. 104, above) 118 

")' In ancient Greek thought the neck was associated with the cervix. Tyrrell and Bennett, Recupturing (n. 104, 
above) 143-44. 

Tyn-ell and Bennett, Recupturing (n. 104, above) 94-95. IU? 
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For Antigone her birth family is more important than any other consideration, as is the 
case for Electra.”’ This endogamy leads Antigone to sacrifice the chancc to marry and 
havc children in order to serve the family of her birth.’94 The lines that Goethe so objected 
to stress Antigone’s attachment to her family:’95 

n6ol~  pBv &v POL KaTeav6vroS dhhoq qv, 
K a i  naTs &n’ &hhou c p w d ~ ,  ~i TO%’ qpnhaKov. 

O ~ K  %or’ dr6~hcpb~ i i o q  Bv phdo~ot 7c~Td.196 

Wcre my husband dead, there could be anothcr, 
And by that man, another child, if onc 
Were lost. But since my mother and my father 
Arc hidden now in  Hades, no more brothers 
Could ever be born. 

kI1‘Cpi)S 6’ 6 V  ‘Al6OU Kai TtaTpi)S KEKEUe6TOW 

She can havc no more brothers, so she is motivated by both a sensc 01‘ duty and personal 
loyalty.i97 There is also a disturbing hint of incest in Antigone’s kclings towards her dead 
brother Polynices.’9* After all she is the daughter of Oedipus. In the play Crcon might bc 
punished for his hubris, but Antigone is not saved’99 and Teiresias does not mention her at 

Tzavellas, on the other hand, portrays Antigone’s loyalty to her family as heroic and 
her death as an act of rcbellion against a bad ruler. An act that starts il chain reaction that 
leads to Kreon’s loss ol‘ powcr. 

Antigone’s rclationship with Haemon (Nikos Kazis) is romanticiscd in the film. In  the 
play Antigonc ncver mentions Haemon.20’ In the film they meet at thc steps o f  the palace 
as she is taken away to prison after her first confrontation with Creon. They do not speak 
but their cycs linger on each other.”’ Antigone is then shown languishing in  prison while 

I” This is particularly thc case with Sophocles’ Electra. In this play Sophocles stresses Electi-a’s attachment to 
her father and brother to the detriment of all other considerations, including that of hcr own wellbeing. 

Griffitli, ,~up/i~Jcle.T (n ,  10.5, abovc) 50. 

Tyirell and 13ennett, Recuptiiring (n .  104, above) 112-13, 

I94 

I95 

lg6 Sophocles, Antigone 909- I2 

“” Knox, ‘Introduction’ (n.  105, above) 32. According to Lacan, in psychoanalytic tcrnis Antigone’s devotion to 
her family is ‘a highly intlivitlualized desire’. I t  goes beyond ethics and morality into the rcalm of tlccp seated 
desircs: Miller, ‘Lacan’s Antigone’ (n.  179, above) 1 .  

Antigonc hersclf rcfcrs to the incest of her parents (Antigone 859-65). Sec also 13agg ant l  Hagg, Antigomi 198 

(11. 110, above) 166 nnd 170. 

Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) I I ,  and Griffith, Sophocles (n. 105, above) 40. 

Griffith, Sophocles (11. 105, above) 32, and Knox, ‘Introduction’ (n. 105, above) 36 ?W 

’“I Segal. ‘Introduction’ (n.  109, above) 16. See also Orrnand, Excl7ange (n. 120, abovc) 98, and Scale, Vision 
and .rrugecruJ (n .  158, above) 95. 

’02 This scene sets up a parallel with Shakespeare’s Romeo arid J d i e t .  Tzavcllas’ Antigonc antl Haemon are 
portrayed as two tragic lovcrs who choose to die together in the tradition of the tragic Shakespearcan couple. In 
Sophocles, though, the tlcath of Antigonc and Haemon is not presented as a Liebcstod as his Antigone ncver 
mentions or even meets Haernon in the play. Tmvellas’ attempt to romanticize the story and to soften Antigone’s 
character by portraying her as one half of a tragic couple is a concession to contemporary cincma autlicnccs, who 
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women sing outside to encourage her just-as the countrywomen sing in Cacoyannis’ film 
to encourage Electra during her cart ride to thc peasant’s hut. Another added scene shows 
Haemon in despair with his head in his hands in the countryside as the sun sets on the first 
day of the action.203 This treatment of the Antigone-Haemon relationship is another 
instance of Tzavellas’ use of Hollywood’s techniques for narrative build-up. They are 
portrayed as a pair of doomed lovers and the scene in the cave where Haemon embraces 
her dead body becomes more poignantly romantic because of the addition of these scenes. 
It also serves further to soften Antigone’s character in the rilm. 

In the play Haemon’s actions are disturbing because he defies his father and chooses 
death, thus depriving his father of his only heir. In a perversion of the proper order of 
ancient Greek gender roles within marriage he is the one who spills his blood and 
embraces Antigone in death.204 He takes on the role of the woman.205 He also takes 
Antigonc’s side instead of supporting his father, the very thing Creon had feared would 
happen.206 Creon had warned his son against the allure of bad women like A n t i g ~ n e . ~ ’ ~  
During his first meeting with his father Haemon had diplomatically tried to change 
Creon’s mind,208 but his father’s anger sparked his own and they quarrelled bitterly.209 As 
Creon’s son he was supposed to obey his kurios,2’0 but Creon’s insults and his threat to 
have Antigone killed in front of him to punish him for his attachment to her2” turn his son 
against him. Creon, by wishing to havc Haemon’s absolute and unquestioning support, 
ends up alienating his son and turning him against It is interesting to note, 
however, that after the quarrel and the chorus’ advice he changes his mind. He decides to 
spare Ismene and changes the means by which Antigone is to die. Perhaps he realises that 
a public stoning might not be advisable, because Antigone did indeed enjoy some support 
in the be^.^'^ 

would have been familiar with Hollywood romances as well as contemporary Greek melodramas of tragic 
couples dying for love. 

‘03 The play’s action takes place in one day. Tzavellas chose instead to stretch it chronologically over two days 
starting wirh Antigone and Ismene’s dawn meeting and ending with Kreon’s disappearance into the night on the 
second day of the action. This provided him with the opportunity to display cinema’s technical advantages by 
adding several dramatic set pieces to the action of the play that would have been impossible to portray on a 
theatrical stage. 

Tyrrell and Bennett, Recapturing (n. 104, above) 140-43. . .  
’05 For Tzavellas’ audience this was not a consideration, as the director took care to romanticize the relationship. 

?06 For his warning against evil women in general and Antigone in particular see Sophocles, Antigone 648-54 

’07 Bagg and Bagg, Anrigone (n. 110, above) 170. 

’08 Sophocles, Anrigone 684-723. 

’~9 Sophocles Antigone 724-65 

Orrnand, Exchnge (n. 120, above) 83. ‘10 

? I I  Sophocles, Antigone 760-61; Seale, Vision and stagecraft (n. 158, above) 97 

’I2 Creon’s treatment of Haemon makes him act in a bestial manner. Haemon loses his self control and attacks 
his fathel-: Segal, Tragedy and civilization (n. 106, above) 159. In the film Kreon’s harangue makes the audience 
sympathize with Haenion. He is portrayed as a dignified young man in the beginning, and it is Kreon’s unreason- 
able behaviour that makes him turn against his father. 

? I 3  Seale, Vision and stagecraft (n. 158, above) 98 
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In terms of Cacoyannis’ film it is also interesting to consider the parallels between 
Hacnion and Orestes. They are the two malc supporting characters whose actions sustain 
the heroines, although Orcstcs is thc more successful of the two. In Tzavellas’ film 
Hacmon is prcsented as a heroic and noblc young man, but ultimately he fails to help 
Antigone and his only resourcc is to join hcr in  death. This is a romantic idcaliscd love 
that is tragically cut short. Cacoyannis’ Orcstes, on the other hand, is portrayed as thc 
young and inexperienced brother of Electra, who succeeds in  avenging his father’s 
murder. Orestes grows in stature as thc action of the film progresses, and by the cnd he 
achieves true heroic status by choosing to sacrifice his own interests in favour of his polis. 

The scene between Krcon and Tciresias (played by Tzavalas Karoussos) further 
reinforces the anti-Krcon stance the film takes. The prophet is drcsscd similarly to the 
chorus, and he approaches Icd by his young guide. Kreon rcmains on horscback 
throughout thcir agon looking down on the old man. Tciresias’ words of warning 
regarding the lack of communication with thc gods arc madc visible (and thcrcfore it can 
be argued more convincing for a modern audience more accustomed to visual signals). 
The audience sees him sitting on his throne as the sacrificcs fail and the birds refuse to 
communicate the gods’ Karousos’ acting is rather theatrical, but Tzavellas clearly 
wants to imbue his Tciresias with great authority. When he makes his pronouncement of 
Kreon’s doom the camera is looking up towards his face, lending authority to his 
pronouncements. His blindness, which is also stressed, contributes to his air of authority 
as his ‘sight’ is clearcr than that of those who can physically see the world. At this point 
an interesting parallcl can be made with Katrukis’ blind old tutor in  Cacoyannis‘ Electra. 
During the anagnorisis scene and the planning of the murders both siblings rely on the 
advice of Katrakis’ character. Hc facilitates the ai7ngnorisi.s by recognizing Orestes’ 
sword by touch, and both Orcstcs and Electra defer to him as a wisc elder. His blindness 
enhances his wisdom becausc he can ‘see’ more 

Tzavellas changes the location of the scene where Krcon changes his mind. The 
audience see Krcon on his throne with his hcad in  his hands clenching his fists, a visual 
metaphor of his strugglc to subdue his pridc, but subdue i t  he does. On the advice of the 
chorus he changes his mind and rides off with his soldiers i n  an effort to stave off his 
doom. The guard of honour that accompanies him, though, is a visual metaphor of his 
unchanged status. At this point Kreon is or still thinks he is in  control. His change of heart 
is, however, presented sympathetically by Tzavcllas.2’6 A good leader should admit that 
he is wrong and change his policies. This also prepares the ground for his more 
sympathetic portrayal at thc end of the film. 

The messenger (Vyron Pallis) arrives at night to inform the anxious choi-us and the 
waiting citizens of the terrible news. He quotcs thc proverb ‘MqG6vu rrpo TOU r6hou~ 
puK&p@’ (Praise no one beforc thc ~ n d ) ~ ’ ~  and returns to the world of the play, although 

Cacoyannis uses birds :IS a bad oincn in the scene of Clytemncsrra’s murder. ? I 4  

? I 5  ’fherc might be an association here not only with the blind pi-ophets of antiquity bur also with the ranlous 
blind bard, Homer. 

Knox finds that this diminishes his status as tragic hero, as Sophocles’ heroes and ticroines are intransigent 216 

and nevcr changc their m i n k  Knox, ‘/he heroic temper (n. 138, above) 66-68. 

This proverb is st i l l  much in use in Greece today 217 
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the narrative is once again presented visually. The audience sees Antigone hanging and 
Haemon embracing her body. Haemon refuses to respond to Kreon’s pleas and spits on 
his father. He follows this with a sword thrust that glances off the cave wall and thus 
misses Kreon, who flees. Tzavellas’ Haemon seems motivated by anger i n  this scene and 
he kills himself out of grief for Antigone, not out of shame for attacking his father as 
Scodcl suggests.’I8 The audience sees him committing suicidc contrary to ancient Greek 
dramatic  convention^,^'^ and his blood stains her face. These added scenes increase 
sympathy for the doomed couple. 

The father-son quarrel and its consequences also cost Kreon his wife Eurydice. 
Eurydice’s doom is prefigured in the film by her shadow being cast and coming to block 
the audience’s view of the messenger. In the play her name itself associates her with the 
underworld.220 Close-ups of her face reveal her grief as she hears of her son’s tragic death. 
At the end of his narrative she silently leaves, nearly stumbling, and the doors close 
behind her. Even where Tzavellas follows’ the original very closely he uses the camera to 
direct the audience’s perception of the story. Tzavellas’ usc of the close-up resembles 
Cacoyannis’, in that hc uses the camera as narrator to reveal the characters’ inner 
emotions and to direct the audience’s sympathies. Eurydicc’s silent grief is a very potent 
reminder of the tragic fate of the young couple and a further condemnation of Kreon’s 
actions. 

The chorus of elders clearly supports Antigone in the film, whereas their gender and 
their age only serve to distance them from Antigone in the play.221 In Sophocles they 
represent the community,222 obedient to Creon’s ruleszz3 even if not always agrceing with 
him.224 Haemon suggests that the people secretly support Antigone and that they fear 
C r e ~ n . ~ ~ ~  Antigone herself says in the ugon that they secrctly agree with her but they are 
too afraid of him to confront him openly.226 In the play they certainly disapprove of her 
actions because she threatens the state”’ and because of her unyielding nature,228 but in  

”* Scodel, So/>hocles (n, 145, above) 5 1 .  Bagg puts forward a convincing case for the idea that Haemon killed 
himself out of shame for failing to prevent Antigone’s death and for his failure to avenge her: Bagg and Bagg, 
A d g o n e  (n. 110, above) 178. 

’I‘ Cacoyannis took a similar approach in that he partially shows his audience the murder of Clytemnestra to 
stress the horror of the crime her children are committing, whereas Aegisthus’ murder is not portrayed. 

??’ Segal, ‘Introduction’ (n. 109, above) 32. 

” I  Griffith, Sophocles (n. 105, above) 11 .  

”’ Seale, Vision and stagecraft (n. 158, above) 85; R.  W. B. Bui-ton, The c/wrus in S~phocle.~’ rrugedies (Oxford 
1980) 85. 

2’3 Carter, The politics of Greek tragedy (n. 105, above) 106; Burton, ‘The cliorus’ (n. 221, above) 87. 

’24 Cf: Tyrrell and Bennett, Recapturing (n. 104, above) 103. 

’25 Sophocles, Antigone 691-95 

‘’6 Bushnell, Pruphesying tragedy (n. 167, above) 52-53. Button believes that Antigone is mistaken about the 
chorus’ support: Burton, ‘The clzorus’ (n. 221, above) 88. Giiffith also believes that the chorus disapproves of 
Antigone, but does detect a hint of pity for her and signs that they are inhibited in their responses by Creon’s 
presence: Griffith, Sophocles (n. 105, above) 18-19 and 24 respectively. 

’” Bushnell, Prophesying Trugedy (n. 167, above) 47. For Antigone as a threat to the state see also Ormand, 
Exchange (n. 120, above) 90 and 98. 
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thc film they admire her and the leader of the chorus clearly takes her side. Tzavcllas’ 
chorus might try to be diplomatic towards Kreon, but their allegiance is with Antigone. 

Tzavellas’ supportive chorus with thcir truncated o d ~ s ~ ~ ~  thus serves to highlight the 
ambiguity of the original chorus. The chorus of Antigone has a limitcd vision, they do not 
fully understand what is going on, but their odcs often reveal niorc than they realisc.’30 In 
the play Antigone is isolated because she docs not have the support of the chorus, unlike 
Euripides’ Electra.23’ A supportive chorus only lends furrhcr validity to Antigonc’s causc. 
An interesting point of comparison with Cacoyannis’ Electra is that when the siblings losc 
thc support of thc chorus and thc pcasants they go into exile. 

I n  Sophocles’ play Crcon is punished by the loss of his family. Most critics believe 
that he also loses his position as ruler of Thebes.232 Sophocles’ Crcon suffers thc fatc hc 
imposed on Antigonc by burying her alivc. He becomes %pyvxov ... V E K ~ ~ V  (a living 
corpse) as the incssengcr says. In his kornnzos Creon calls hinisclf p@&a (nothing)234 
and prays for death: 

233 

ipoi nq$av 6y;yov bpdpav 
iina.roq YTW ’izo, 
i j n q  ~ L ~ I K ~ T ’  &pap &A’ ~icG;yo.’~’ 

That best of fates 
That brings my 
Final day, 
The most perfect! 
Let i t  comc! Lct it come! 
So that I will not 
See anothcr day! 

He is then led away by his attendants, whilc thc chorus praise wisdom and condcnin 
h ~ h r i s . ~ ~ ~  He exits a miserable shadow oi‘ his former self i n  a rather pathetic manner, in  
ironic contrast to his grand entrance. 

”* Sophoclcs, Antigo,re 47 1-72; Griffith, Sopltocles (n. 105, above) 33; and J .  C. Opstelten, Sopltocles urid Greek 
pessimism, trans. J .  A. Ross (Amsterdam 1952) 85. 

”‘) The famous Ode to Man is spoken in the f i lm  by tlic choius leader addressing his lamily just  before his Iiousc 
is invaded by the soldiers searching the town for the one who buiied Polyniccs’ body. This positioning of the ode 
rcinovcs the ambiguity of the original and tuins i t  into a speech in support of Antigoric’s cause. 

’j” Griffith, Sophocles (n. 105, above) 1 I ,  18 and 21. 

’’I This is rather unusual in Greek tragedy. The chorus is often of the same gcndcr as the protagonisl and if  not 
supportive at least sympathetic. The other example of a hostile chorus is in  Acschylus’ Agumenzr~or?, whcrc the 
cldcrs have an antagonistic relationship with Clytcmncstra. They know she is bchaving badly, hut they arc also 
intimidated by her. 

”’ Segal, Tmgedy a d  civi/izu/iori (n. 106, abovc) 154. Reinhardt secs signs of rcvolt brewing: licinhardt. 
S/J/?hOC/f?S (n. 145, above) 92-93. Cf: Giiftith, Soplrocle.7 (n. 105, above) 64. 

?” Sophocles, Antigone I 167; Scgal, Trugedji cmd civilizutior~ (n. 106, abovc) I7X; and Bushnell, Prophe~yir~f i  
trugedy (n. 167, above) 65. 

’’‘ Sophocles, Antigme 1325. 

’” Sophocles, Aftfixone 1330-33 
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Tzavellas, on the other hand, takes care to portray Kreon as sincerely repentant and 
tragic. Hc is a more sympathetic character than in the source text because he is made more 
tragic by Tzavellas, as Electra and Orestes are in Cacoyannis’ reception of Euripides’ 
play. This is partly because Katrakis was a major star who expected a dramatic curtain,237 
but mainly because of the need for a tragic ending. Tzavellas’ film presents us with a 
genuinely repentant Kreon who is a sympathetic figure despite Katrakis’ theatrical acting. 
He carries his son in his arms and lays him down on the altar.238 He laments his 
stubbornncss that was the cause of all his present suffering. He accuses himself of acting 
without thought ( ‘&p~aho~’)  as he embraces the body of his son and blames himself for his 
bad decisions that led to the tragedy (‘~ucphophl pou arr6cpaoy’: my blind decision). He 
picks the body up again as the messenger arrives with the news of Eurydice’s’ suicide. 
Her body is also brought out and Kreon’s collapse is complete. He talks of his fear 
( ‘ T P ~ ~ c o ’ :  I tremble, ‘qoP6p~’: I am afraid) and wishes someone would stab him.23g The 
soldiers then bring stretchers and carry out thc bodies; Kreon once again embraces the 
body of his son as it is taken out. This creates sympathy for him as a father and husband. 
He begs to be taken away because he cannot gaze at their bodies any longer. He takes his 
crown off and lets if falls through his hands to the ground, a visible symbol of his 
voluntary relinquishing of power. 

Like Cacoyannis’ heroic siblings240 he chooses to go into exile for the good of his city. 
He has proved himself an unfit ruler, so he has to leave. He walks out of the palace and 
the gates of Thebes into the darkness.24’ The citizens of Thebes gaze on him but do not 
offer any comfort. It is a highly tragic ending and one that is visually effectivc as Kreon is 
consumed by the darkness he has brought about. Tzavellas seems to be implying that a 
leader that has lost the people’s confidence no longer deserves to rule. This can be 
interpreted as a veiled reference to contemporary Greek politics. The Greek economy was 
in crisis in  the late 1950s and early 1960s, and the levels of emigration ~kyrocketed .~~’  In 
the early 1960s there was also much discussion about who truly held the reins of power: 

?” Sophocles, Antigone 1347-53 

237 Although the Greek Film Industry did not have the rigid and powerful star system that Hollywood had 
created, its stars could and did exert their influence to make changes to a film in order to enhancc their role. Aliki 
Vougiouklaki, probably the biggest female star of the Greek Film Industry, was notorious for the power she had 
to tailor scripts to enhance her roles. Irene Papas also talked in an interview about how Cacoyannis encouraged 
her to contribute to the creation of her roles in his films: M. McDonald and M. M. Winkler, ‘Interviews with 
Michael Cacoyannis’ (n. 64, above) 178. See also Winkler, Classical myth and culture (n. 57, above) 87. 

238 Physical contact was very rare in Greek drama, but it is likely that Kreon does come into contact with the 
bodies of his son and wife: Griffith, Sophocles (n. 105, above) 23. Tzavellas has his Kreon cany the body of his 
son twice in the film to increase the audience’s sympathy for the character. . .  

Perhaps at this point he is wishing that Haemon had succeeded in stabbing him with his sword in  the cave. 

?40 This will be discussed further in the Cacoyannis section 

?4’ The darkness is a visible symbol of the tenible fate that has befallen the family of Kreon. The action of the 
film thus coincs full circle: i t  starts in darkness and ends in darkness, adding to the tragic tone of Tzavellas’ 
reception. 

?‘? Zo16aro<, fmopia (n. 87, above) 174-75. For an estimate of the numbers of Greeks who emigrated during this 
period see Koliopoulos and Veremis, Greece (n. 33, above) 21 I .  
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IHot05 KUPEPV& C Z U T ~ V  TOV ~ 6 x 0  (Who rules this nation?),2"3 as the political partics, the 
monarchy, and sccrct organizations fought over power rather than trying to solve the acute 
problems facing thc nation. According to both Cacoyannis' and Tzavellas' narrative a bad 
rulcr should resign his office as Krcon, Electra and Orcstes do i n  thesc modern cincmatic 
receptions of Grcck tragedy. A good case can therefore be made for thesc two films as 
critiques of the stafe of affairs in contemporary Greek politics.'"' 

Cacoyannis also set himself up in opposition to the mainstrcam cinematic 
representations o f  antiquity as envisaged by Hollywood. He is instead famous as an 
independent dircctor and his films are shown in 'art-houses', sinall cinemas that cater to a 
small but dcdicatcd audience in big cities and college towns.245 With the rise of the 
multiplex, however, many cinemas, cven those that show mainstream films, now show a 
combination of art-house and commercial films.2JG Mainstream films try to appcal to a 
mass audience, but art-house films can afford to be more expcrimental precisely because 
they are not aimed at a mass audicnce. Cacoyannis, however, also wanted to make films 
of Greek plays that would touch the cmotions of his vicwci-s and reach a widcr 
and that is why hc used some of Hollywood's mainstream cinematic techniques. As he put 
it,  he did not want to bore his audience; his aim was to retain the 'emotional of 
the originals. The independent films tic made could not hope to equal the mass appeal of 
Hollywood's sword and sandal epics, but they do appeal to art-house audiences, and this 
is how Cacoyannis' ocuvrc has continued to be rcccived to this day. 

One of Cacoyannis' other main concerns was to remain faithl'ul to Euripides' 
E l e c r r ~ , ~ " ~  but the way he interpretcd thc play was actually very personal. Cacoyannis 
Elecrru is not just  ii record of a theatrical production of' Euripides' Electra caught on cam- 
era, or a theatrical film with extras like Tzavellas' Antigone, but a rcwoi-king i n  the med- 
ium of film of the story of Electra. At times Cacoyannis' interpretation of the play differs 
from the original in quite radical ways. However Euripides' version is lcss well known 

ColSaroq, /mopia (n. 87, above) I75 and 255. The issue of nafionality was one of crucial iniporrnncc to the 
public dialogue regarding the role the Greek Film Industry should play within Greek society. The intlusfry had to 
be seen to be producing Greek films. Using plots from ancient Greek trngetly satisfied this dcrnantl. 

"'4 Cacoyannis' subsequent receptions of Greek tragedy wcrc rnuch inore obviously political ;IS lie criticized the 
junta (The Trojuji Wotiieri) and the invasion of his native Cyprus ( /p / i ip i io) .  

"' Hot-dwell and Thonipson, Fi lm urf (n. 60, above) 25 

243 

For example the cineniii in the Barbican complcx~at which Cacoynnnis' Euiipidean trilogy w x  screened was 
also showing the more mainstream Cuptuiri Corelli's Mandolin (2000), whose plot is set in the Grcck island of 
Zakynthos during the occupation (1941-44). 

?47 McDonald and Winklcr, 'Interviews with Michacl Cacoyannis' (11. 64, above) 170; Winklei-. Clnssical myth 
urid culture (n. 57, above), X I .  

246 

Symposium International ii Delphcs (n. 82, above) 22.5 ?4X 

24') J .  Ardagh, 'ApXaioi pl1001 yta jovravb KOLVO', i n  Mt,ydqc K U K O ~ I ~ V V I T C ,  36" @ ) B o T $ & ~  Kiviiparoypacpou 
@EOOa~OViK11<, op~~VlOpO< nOhtUOTLKil< rlpoTtX)Ol)Oa< Tll< EIIphnIl< @EOOahOViKll (AOfivn 1 99.5) 8 I . 
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than S o p h o c l e ~ ’ , ~ ~ ~  and this perhaps allowed Cacoyannis to be freer with his source, 
especially as most of the changes he made rationalize the ambiguity of Euripides’ text.25i 

Cacoyannis chose Euripides, because he viewed him as a playwright who explored 
ideas and issues that are still relevant in the modern world: 

And I feel that in terms of what we are going through today, all of the relevant 
messages are to be found in his 

Thus, for Cacoyannis, of the three Greek tragedians Euripides is the one that can appeal 
the most to modern audiences. Cacoyannis’ opinion that Euripides is the most ‘modern’ of 
the three tragedians seems to be shared by scholars.253 One of the themes that Euripides 
explored in many of his plays is that of war and its consequences, both public and 
private.254 This is one of the main attractions for Cacoyannis, who saw Euripides as a 
‘pa~ i f i s t ’ . ’~~  Euripides’ Electra is a play about a familial drama, but  in his film 
Cacoyannis stresses the importance of the Trojan War to the drama of revenge that is 
about to unfold. He does so by changing the opening of the play. Instead of the peasant’s 
prologue that sets the scene in E ~ r i p i d e s , ~ ’ ~  Cacoyannis’ film opens with Agamemnon’s 
triumphal return from the war, a part of the story that in the extant tragedies is dramatised 
only by Aeschylus in his Agamemnon. Cacoyannis’ opening shot is that of Agamemnon in 
his chariot being greeted with joy by his people. On his arrival at his palace he gives a 
young Orestes his sword, a sign of his inheritance as a prince of the realm. Thus the 
shadow of the Trojan War falls upon Cacoyannis’ Electra in  a manner that differs from 
Euripides’ source play, which concentrates on the drama within the family and the 
personal motivation of the characters. 

Cacoyannis’ interest in Euripides’ handling of the theme of war is more openly 
explored in  the other two films he made based on Euripides: The Trojan Women 
(1970-7 l), 257 based upon Euripides’ eponymous play, and Iphigenia ( I  976-77);” based 

Cacoyannis himself commented on this fact when I told him I was interested in Euripides’ version of the 
Electra story as well as the more famous Sophoclean version. He told the story of how he got Euripides’ play by 
mistake at a bookshop and how ever since then he has been interested in Euiipides’ version. 

’’I This will be discussed below. 

Symposium International A Delphes (n. 82, above) 214-16 

2s3 M. McDonald, ‘Cacoyannis’s and Euripides’ Iphigenia: the dialectic of power’, in Classics and rhe cinema, 
ed. M. M. Winkler (London 1991) 127-41, for her discussion of Euripides and Cacoyannis’ Iphigmiu in which 
she stresses the similarity of the aims of these two artists. See also updated version of this article in Winkler, 
Classical myth and culture (n. 57, above) 92-94. Arnott believes that Euripides challenged the values of his time: 
G. W. Amott, ‘Double the vision: a reading of Euiipides’ Electra’, in Greek tragedy, Greece and Rome Studies 
2, ed. I. McAuslan and P. Walcot (Oxford 1993) 204-17, at 204. See also S. Goldhill, Reading Greek tragedy 
(Cambridge 1986) 238, and his views on the modernity of Euripides’ attitudes. 

’s4 McDonald, ‘Cacoyannis’s and Euripides’ Iphigenia’ (n. 253, above) 127 

2ss McDonald, ‘Cacoyannis’s and Euripides’ Iphigenia’ (n. 253, above) 160. It is also important to note that 
Cacoyannis was by no means the first artist to stress the importance of the theme of war in Greek tragedy and to 
emphasize this element in his adaptation. Many twentieth-centuiy receptions of Greek tragedy share this view of 
the tiagic corpus and Euripides in particular. 

’s6 Euripides, Electra 1-53. 

*” For a synopsis of The Trojan Women see McDonald, Euripides in cinema (n. 12, above) 193-213 
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upon lphigenia in Aulis. When Electra was released in 1962 Cacoyannis had no definite 
plans to make a Euripidean trilogy.259 Originally he considered adapting for film 
Euripides’ Orestes, but he chose the Troades instead. This substitution reveals 
Cacoyannis’ interest in the theme of war, as the Troades focuses on the plight of the 
Trojan prisoners after the Greeks’ victory. Orestes, on the other hand, focuses on the 
familial drama within the House of Atreus. Cacoyannis’ lphigenia also deals with the 
Trojan War, describing the events before the Greeks sailed to Troy. Cacoyannis stresses 
that it is the pressure of the Greek armies and their desire for war that led to Iphigenia’s 
sacrifice. 

Thus Cacoyannis’ interest in the theme of war informs his view of ancient tragedy as a 
whole. For Cacoyannis: 

the creators of Greek tragedy ... deal with death, with birth and with the 
introduction of death into our lives.. .and they deal with oppression.260 

At the end of his Trojan Women he dedicated the film to all those who suffer from oppres- 
sion, which reinforces the anti-war stance that runs through his adaptation. Cacoyannis’ 
view of Euripides as a playwright who condemned war was informed by his own 
experiences as a Greek Cypriot living in London during World War Two. 

Euripides did explore the theme of war in his work. Of his seventeen surviving plays 
the Troades, Hecuba and Andromache deal with the aftermath of the Trojan War,26’ while 
Iphigenia in Aulis deals with events prior to the Greeks’ sailing to Troy. The Phoenissue 
is set during the siege of Thebes by Polynices, The Suppliant Women and The Children of 
Heracles deal with religious obligations during and after a war, the former with the 
recovery and burial of the dead and the latter with the question of refugees and prisoners 
of war. War is the background against which family dramas such as Electra and Orestes 
are playcd out. Euripides’ exploration of the theme of war in these plays is much more 
complex and ambiguous than Cacoyannis’ reading of it. 

Cacoyannis was not alone, however, in  his belief that Euripides is an anti-war poet. 
This is a view shared by many scholars and theatre practitioners.262 Some scholars tried to 
find contemporary allusions in Euripides’ play that would ‘prove’ his anti-war stance. 

”’ For a synopsis of Iphigenia see McDonald, Euripides in cinenm (n. 12, above) 132-53 

25p Cacoyannis officially announced his intention of making a trilogy of films based upon Euripides in 1963. See 
MacKinnon, Greek trcigedy (n. 3, above) 74. Cacoyannis himself, however, in  his interview with David 
Robinson that followed the screening of Iphigeniu on 13 May 2001, said that he scripted Iphigenia first, and so 
the idea of a trilogy seems to have been on his mind and the success of Electra encouraged him to pursue it. See 
McDonald and Winkler, ‘Interviews with Michael Cacoyannis’ (n. 64, above) 161, on this issue. See also the 
updated version of this article in Winkler, Classicul myth and culture (n. 57, above) 74. Moreover, in terms of 
the chronology of the story Iplzigeniu comes first. When thc National Film Theatre screened the three films in 
1981, they did so in reverse order to the one in which they were filmed: MacKinnon, Greek Tragedy (n. 3, 
above) 74. 

Symposium International ?I Delphes (n. 82, above) 213-14 

Euripides’ Helen also dcals with the events of the aftermath of the Trojan War, but it does so in a more light- 
hearted way. 

?” Two recent high profile examples of theatre productions of Euripidean tragedies as indictments of war are 
Katie Mitchell’s Iphigenia [ i t Aulis (2004) and The Trojan Wonzen (2007) for the National Theatre in London. 

26 I 
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There was a trend in Euripidean scholarship particularly in the 1960s, but also more 
recently, to see Euripides’ preoccupation with the theme of war as a sign of his absolute 
condemnation of the institution of war. This view of Euripides is one of the main reasons 
why he is often considered the most modern of the three tragedians. One influential 
scholar who held this view of Euripides was Philip Vellacott. In his introductions to his 
popular translations of Euripides’ plays, published in four volumes by Penguin Classics in 
the 1960s and 1970~:~~ Vellacott emphasises the importance of the theme of war in 
Euripides and he also links it to the twentieth-century: 

One experience which we have in common with that world is the suffering and the 
guilt of war.’@ 

McDonald is a more recent scholar who shares this view and who praises Cacoyannis’ 
Euripidean trilogy for having a similar agenda to that of Euripides: 

Both Euripides and Cacoyannis make political statements in their works. With their 
experience of war and exile, they wish to show war’s implications and 
consequences.265 

The academic discussion surrounding the dating of Electra is another argument that is 
used to politicize Euripides in this way. It is thought that the exodos of Electra contains a 
reference to the Sicilian expedition,266 and so according to this view the date of the play is 
established as 413 BC. Zuntz opposed this traditional dating,267 but in the 1960s and 
1970s 413 BC was again the favoured date for the play. 

On this reading of the play, Euripides criticizes the failed Sicilian expedition that was 
a crushing blow to Athenian ambitions. His treatment of war, however, is more ironical 

Vellacott first translated Euripides’ works in the 1950s, but it is his revised editions, published in the next two 
decades, that have become the textbooks of Euripides’ oeuvre for the wider public who cannot read Euripides in 
the original ancient Greek. Vellacott produced these editions in the following order: Euripides. Medeu und other 
plays: Medea, Electra and Heracles .in 1963, Euripides. Orestes and other plays: The Children of Heracles, 
Andronmche, The Suppliant Women, The Phoenician Wonzen, Orestes and Iphigenia in Aulis in 1972, Euripides. 
Buccliue and other plays: Ion, The Women of Troy, Helen and The Bacchae in 1973, and Euripides. Alcestis, 
Hippolytus. lphigenia in Tauris in 1974. 

?64 P. Vellacott, Euripides. Bacchue and other plays (London 1973) 10. 

”’ McDonald, ‘Cacoyannis’ and Euripides’ Iphigenia’ (n. 252, above) 127. 

’@ Euripides, Elecrra 1347. In 414 BC the siege of Syracuse failed because of the ainval of Spartan 
reinforcements who forced the Athenians to retreat in disarray. It is estimated that around 7,000 men were 
captured : K-W. Welwei, ‘The Peloponnesian War and its aftermath’, in A conzpanion to the Classical Greek 
world, ed. K. H. Kinzl (Oxford 2006) 532. 

267 G. Zuntz, The poiitical play.7 of Euripides (Manchester 1955) 64-67. For an example of the traditional dating 
of the play see J.  D. Denniston, ‘Introduction’, in Euripides, Electra (Oxford 1939) xxxiv. For a more recent 
defence of 413 BC as the correct date see Amott, ‘Double the vision’ (n. 252, above) 204,215 n. 4. 
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and ambiguous.’6x The frcquency with which hc returned to this theme testifies to its 
importance, but as in  the agon betwccn Elcctra and Clytemnestra in Electru, for cxamplc, 
Euripidcs prcsents both sides of the argument and seems to favour neither conclusively. 
As Irene Papas hcrsclf admits in the film: ‘we gavc Electra all the rights’.269 Cacoyannis’ 
view of Euripidcs as a pacifist informs his characterization of the characters he found in  
the plays he adapted for thc screen. There is some justice to MacKinnon’s assertion that 
Cacoyannis’ Electra has morc in common with Sophocles’ heroic heroine than with 
Euripidcs’ niorc ambiguous one.270 This tendency of Cacoyannis’ to make Euripides’ 
characters niorc straightforwardly heroic or villainous is a feature of his whole Euripidean 
trilogy. 

The films’ concern with condemning war and oppression has, however, made thcm 
popular with many of the critics and art-house audiences.”’ Moreovcr, from the beginning 
cinema has ‘privilcgcd realism’ or to be more precise the appearance of realism, so that 
films that appear to follow a logical narrative scqucnce and have straightforward 
charactcrs tcnd to be more successful with the public. Cacoyannis followed this policy 
favoured by Hollywood: hc pared down some of the ambiguities in Euripides’ plays and 
used thc camera to clarify ccrtain others. Cacoyannis simplified Euripides’ ‘unusual ’273 

and vcry ambiguous tragedy as Tzavcllas had done with Sophocles’ complex Atztigone. 
Cacoyannis’ first alteration to Euripides’ original was to add a prologue to his Electru 

thal scts thc ~ c c n e . ~ ~ ~  In conti-as1 to Euripides’ unusual prologue,275 in which the peasant 
explains how Elcctra came to be his wife, Cacoyannis’ film opens with Agamemnon’s 
triumphant return home. This part of the film was shot among thc imposing ruins of 

272 

’“ I n  Electru 432-86 Euripidcs has the chorus sing of Achilles and the divinely crafted armour given to him by 
his mother Thctis. At the cnd of the choral song he, underniincs the heroic tone of the passage by mentioning 
Clyternnestra’s murder of Agamcmnon, the leader of all the Greeks. Electra’s previous complaints about her loss 
of status following the murder of her father combine to undermine further the heroism of this passage, while at 
the same time contcxtiializing the sufferings of the family of Aganieninon within the wider perspective of the 
Tro,jan War. 

Mcllonald and Winklcr, ‘Interviews with Michael Cacoyannis’ (11. 64, above) 183. See also the updated 
version of this niticlc i n  Winkler. Ckrssiccd ruyth urid cidrure (n. 57, above) 89. This will bc discussed funher 
below. 
270 

’’I The war in Vietnain also helped change American attitudes towards war, a change that was gradually picked 
up by I-lollywood. The John Wayne vehicle The Green Berets (1968) presented audiences with a very unrealistic 
portrait of thc war in Vietnam. In the scvcnties there was a change of attitude with Coniiiig Horiie (1978) starring 
Jane Fonda and Jon Voight. Thc filni was considered very daiing for its time, as i t  portrayed the struggle of a 
returning Vietnam veteran to adjust back into life in  America. In the 1980s the critique of the war became more 
stringent with Oliver Stone’s I’lutoou (1986) and Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal Jucket ( I  987). 

?” MacKinnon, Greek trugedy (n. 3, above) 1 

’73 11. J .  Conachcr, Euri/iicleuti druriui. Myth, /herig c u d  structure (Toronto 1967) 199. In the 1960s scholarship 
on Electru tended either to catcgol-izc rhc play, along with Orestes, as a melodrama similar to Euripides’ /on and 
Heleti, or to dismiss i t  as an altogether inferior effort, cspecially when compared with Sophocles’ eponymous 
play. For an example of this view scc H.  D. F. Kitto, Greek tragedy, 3‘d ed. (London 1966) 330. 

274 He did the sanic in /phigerik, only inuch inore extensivcly. The first half-hour of the film consists of 
additions to Euripides’ play. 

MacKinnon, Greek Trugedy (11. 3. above) 80. 

In Acschylus’ Clioepliori and in Sophocles’ Ekcrru thc scene is set in the environs of the palace ’15 
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Mycenae, which lends the film an authentic Greek look.27G In contrast to this heroic 
prologue in Euripides’ Electru the skene SaGade of the original production is likely to have 
represented the peasant’s Thus from its opening shots the film is .reinterpreting 
Euripides’ source play. However, it must be noted that whereas Euripides’ play was per- 
formed in front of an audience familiar with the story of Electra and Aeschylus’ famous 
dramatization of it,27g Cacoyannis could not count upon his audiencc’s having such 
foreknowlcdge. Thus he proceeded to set the scene as he saw it in his prologue. 

In the film Agamemnon, after his triumphant return, enters the courtyard of his palace 
where a young Electra and Orestes await him. He enters the palace itself, stopping to give 
Orestes his sword. Cacoyannis then chose to show his murder in contrast to ancient Greek 
Lheatrical practice. Nets arc thrown over him and Aegisthus strikes him with an axe 
assisted by Clytemnestra, who holds her husband prisoner in the nets so that Aegisthus 
can kill him. These scenes are interspaced.with scenes of Electra’s suffering alongside her 
father’s death agonies. It is as if she empathically senses what is happening to her father, 
thus stressing her emotional link to him. After Agamemnon dies the camera then cuts to 
Electra, who realises that hcr father is dead. A scene in which the old tutor spirits Orestes 
away follows this. Cacoyannis then cuts back to Electra who falls on the ground as the 
title appears in big capital letters that fill the screen. This wordless montage of scenes is 
Cacoyannis’ prologue to the main action of the film.279 This part of Electra’s story was 
dramatised by Aeschylus in his Agumemnon, but neither Electra nor Orestes appears on 
stage in that play. Cacoyannis’ opening gives the film a tone of high tragedy that 
Euripides’ original lacks. 

After this prologue Cacoyannis’ film moves forward in  time to the timeline of the 
play, but once again Cacoyannis adds scenes, only this time these scenes are not even 
loosely based upon any of the extant versions of the story from the ancient sources. 
Cacoyannis chose instead to show the discontent of the people, who are muttering against 
the currcnt leadership. In this scene it appears that Cacoyannis’ contemporary concerns 
over the leadership of Greece led him to change the emphasis of his source by showing 
the people of Argos’ discontent with Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. The people are 
portrayed as afraid to criticize Aegisthus openly because of his use of military force to 
keep them in line. This is very similar to the way Krcon is portrayed in Tzavellas’ 

‘76 Cacoyannis chose to film in Mycenae and in the Greek countrysidc between Athens and Sounion. See 
MacKinnon, Greek trugedy (n. 3 ,  above) 75-76. He did not use studio film sets. This adds both to the realism and 
the ‘Greek’ feel of the film: Hardwick, Reception S/udies (n. 30, above) 81. This will be discussed further below. 

?77 MacKinnon, Greek Tragedy (n. 3, above) 77 

278 The debate over whether Sophocles’ Electru or Euripides’ Elearu was perforincd first has not been 
conclusively settled, although many critics favour Sophocles’ version. See J.  M. Walton and K. McLeish, 
‘Introduction’, in Euripides, Elektru, Orestes, Iphigeniu in Tuuris, Pluys fV, trans. K. McLeish, (London 1997) 
vii, on the difficulty of dating Sophocles’ and Euripides’ versions. The general consensus in the earlier part of 
the twentieth century was that Sophocles’ Electra was performed first. For cxamples of this view see Denniston, 
‘Introduction’ (n. 266, above) xxxix; Kitto, Greek frugedy (n. 273, above) 332; and Conacher, Euripideun drunm 
(n. 273, above) 202. Murray, however, disagreed; he saw, Sophocles’ Elec/ru as a response to Euiipides’ play: 
G. Murray, ‘Introduction’, in Euripides, Elecfru, trans. G. Murray (London 1965) 5. For il more recent example 
of the view of Sophocles’ priority see M. J. Cropp, ‘Introduction’, in Euripides, Electru, trans. M. J. Cropp 
(Warminster 1988) xlix. 

This prologue lasts for six minutes: McDonald, Euripides in c inem (n. 12, above) 264 ?79 
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Antigone. He also inspircs fear in his people. This is one way in which Cacoyannis and 
Tzavellas incorporated contemporary concerns into the background of thcir films. 

It is then that the adult Electra playcd by Irene Papas first appears. In the claustro- 
phobic scene shot inside the ruins of Mycenae, Clytemnestra and Aegisthus plot her mar- 
riagc to the pcasant.280 Cacoyannis employs one of his favouritc techniques, the close-up 
shot,”’ to r-evcal Clytemnestra’ malicc and Elcctra’s fierce rcsistance.282 Elcctra in an act 
of defiance cuts her hair and throws a black mantlc ovcr her dress. What is extraordinary 
in this scene i s  that no words are exchanged, instead the camera acts as a 
particularly in the close-ups of the actors’ faces. This is one of the significant differences 
bctween film and theatre. The former can direct thc viewers’ attcntion more dircctly than 
is possible in  theatrical productions, and it can thus altcr the audience’s pcrception of the 
drama.284 

Cacoyannis’ characterisation of Electra is thus, from thc very start, diffcrcnt from 
I31ripides’ more ambiguous portrayal of his hcroine. In Euripides’ play Electra first 
appcars carrying a watcr jug and complaining of her i l l  trcatrnent. Shc says that it is not 
out of neccssity that she works, 

dhh’ hs 6Ppw ~EIE,w~EV Aiyio0ov B~o’i5, 
y 6 o y  T’ dcpiqp’ ai0ip’ 6s p6yav TcaTpI. 
;7 yzlp ~cavhhq5 TuvGapIq, p l j~qp  6pG, 
bcSPaM p’ OYKOV, xciplza ~ i 0 ~ p S v q  T ~ ~ c T E ~ . ~ ’ ’  

but to exhibit to the gods Aegisthus’ hybris. For 
thc ficndish child of Tyndareus, my mother, cast me from 
home, as a favour to her husband.286 

Tlic usc of the ruins of Myccnac as a piison lor the fierce spirit of Electi;i instead of a film set adds to both the 

www.1ilmfestival .~r/tributcs/2003-2004/cincmvtholo~v/uk/filn~30.html, acccsscd 03/04/2008. Tzavcllas’ sets of 
the palace and the city of Thcbes, on the other hand, are theatiical and thcrcforc less believable on the silver 
scrccn. Cf: Hardwick, Reception studies (n. 30, above) 81. 

AI tirncs of emotional intensity Cacoyannis often focuses his camera on the eyes of his actors. One of his 
most mcmorablc uses of this technique comes at the end of his Iphigenirl, whcn Clytcmncslra after having lost 
her daughter watches the Greek army sail away. A close-up of her face revcals her hatred and desire for revenge: 
McDonald, Euripides in cinenzcr (n. 12, above) 153 and 174. 

’” In ancient Greek theatre the faces of the actors were not visible as they wot-c masks, and so emotions wcre not 
made visible by facial expressions but by their words. 

?RO 

‘I 1’  rsni . and the impact of the film. See Roger Manvell’s article on Elecrrtr in Film X Filnririg 9 (May I963), 

24 I 

In Greek tragedy that is one of the functions of the chorus. 

MacKinnon, Greek tragedy’ (n.  3, above) 49. Notc also MacKinnon’s example of how filmed theatrical 
pi-oductions can be undcrmincd by the camera. In the NaLional Theatre of‘ Greece’s production of Sophoclcs’ 
Elec/ra at Epidaurus in 1961 an old actor playcd the role of Orestes. The tragic grandeur of Electra’s complaints 
about Orestes’ long-delayed vengeance were thus turned lo bathos when the camera focuscd on the ‘old’ Orcstcs. 
Cacoyannis, on the other hand, chose a young actor, Giannis Fenis, lor the role of Orestes, so that the 
appcwancc of rcalisni requircd by filmic conventions is prescrvcd and because he wantcd to stress his youth and 
incxpericnce. 

287 

2x4 

Euiipides, Electru 58-61. 

All translations of Euripides’ EIecrra arc from M. J. Cropp’s edition of the play: Euripides, Elecfru, trans. 

?X 

286 

M. J. Cropp (Warminster 1988). 
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The emphasis Euripides’ Electra places upon her own personal sufferings has led critics to 
see her as a ‘bitter, sclf-pitying, sharp-tongucd virag~’,~’’ who wants to avenge the 
wrongs done to her own person more than she wants to avenge her father’s murder. 
Sophocles’ Electra too is concerned with her own position,28’ but in her case, her desire 
for vengeance is based primarily on her desire to avenge her father’s murder. The 
restitution of her patrimony is based upon her claim as his loyal daughter and is a sub- 
ordinate concern for Sophocles’ heroinc. In contrast Euripides’ Electra seems more con- 
cerned about her own position, and she is bitter ovcr her expulsion from the palace. This is 
one of the reasons why she is perceived as less hcroic than Sophocles’ Electra, who like 
that other famous Sophoclean hcroine Antigone resolutely defies the king’s authority 
because she believes him to be in the wrong. Both of Sophocles’ heroines have an intcnse 
‘inward life’,28’ and personal considerations of status are sccondary for them. Euripidcs’ 
Electra on the other hand seems primarily concerned with status and her lost patrimony. 
From the very beginning of the play she draws attention to Aegisthus’ and Clytemnestra’s 
maltreatment of her. 

This is another of the reasons why critics view Euripides as the most modern of the 
three ancient Greek tragcdians. His characterization of Electra as being motivated by her 
bitterness over the loss of her patrimony seems more realistic. The continued popularity of 
Sophocles’ version shows that in the case of Electra at least, her more sordid but prag- 
matic characterization has contributed to the play’s unpopularity with modern audiences. 
Euripidcs’ Electra is one of his least often revived plays. Another factor is tbe popularity 
of Freudian readings of Electra’s character as excessively attached to the memory of her 
father, to which Sophocles’ version lends itself more easily than Euripides’s heroine with 
her more openly materialistic motives. 

In terms of his characterization of Electra Cacoyannis does preserve the scene where 
she carries the water jug, but what comes before it alters the emphasis of the source.29o He 
shows his audience the peasant transporting Electra to his hut in  a cart, while the country- 
side people sing a song to offer her hope. After the claustrophobic scenes inside the palace 
the open countryside offers Electra a more supportive environment. The marked contrast 
between the city and the countryside in the film is another way in which Cacoyannis 
utilises in an effective manner the tradition of open-air theatrical productions in Greece. 
When the pair arrive at thcir de~tination,~” Electra is introduced to the chorus comprised 
of women of the surrounding countryside. They are dressed simply in black and they 
support and comfort Electra, thus ranging themselves openly against the rule of Aegisthus 
and Clytcmnestra. The chorus in Tzavellas’ Antigone also supports Antigone, but at times 

’*’ Conacher, Euripidean drunui (n. 273, above) 205. 

’’* Sophocles, Electru 164-67. This is the first time that Electra mentions that she is forcibly restrained from 
inanying and having children, but this complaint about her own position comes only after a long lamentation 
over her father’s fate. 

Opstelten, Sophocles and Greek pessimism (n. 227, above) 89-90. 

MacKinnon criticizes Cacoyannis for destroying ‘the sense of shock’ produced by the opening of Euripides’ 

Cacoyannis chose a very primitive-looking hut to represent the peasant’s home, perhaps to increase the 
contrast with the majestic ruins of Mycenae that represent the palace of Argos in the film. The dramatic change 
in Electra’s status is thus emphasized and it increases the viewers’ sympathy for the character. 

2x9 

290 

play: MacKinnon, Greek Tragedy (n. 3 ,  above) 77. . -  
?9 I 
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they are intimidated by Krcon and pretend to agrce with him, as i n  the casc of his first 
agon with the heroinc. 

The women arc sympathetic to Elcctra’s plight, as was the chorus i n  the source, and 
thcy comply with her wish to sec her father’s grave. In the film Agamemnon’s grave is a 
simple slab of rock on thc ground.z92 Electra makes an offcring from the surrounding 
bushes, but hcr dcvotions are disturbed by the appearancc of Aegisthus and his soldiers. 
He strikes Electra and taunts her when she predicts that Orestes will return.293 Whcn 
Elcctra is thrown to the ground Cacoyannis reveals her pain by using the camera in a 
series of rapidly whirling movements that give the viewcr a sense 01‘ vertigo.. Interposing 
scenes of thc sky and the horscs that encircle her encourages the vicwers to sympathize 
with Electra as the victim 01‘ Acgisthus’ cruelty. 

This dcfilement of‘ Agamcmnon’s grave is only suggestcd in Euripides’ original. When 
Orestes asks Electra about the state of thcir father’s grave she tells him: 

6 K ~ E ~ V ~ S ,  Cj, h&youow, &@~&SKEI ~~icpo 
nLzpoy T E  h ~ 6 ~ i  pviipa h&ivov ?raTp6S, 

no6 nais ’ 0 p d o z q 5 ; ~ ~ ~  

This glorious man, thcy say, leaps on the grave and pelts with 
stones our Ihther’s stone memorial, and dares to make this 
utterancc against us: “Where is your son Orestes?” 

KCti T O k O  TO?+@ T O h O S  Ei< fi@.S hCy&lV‘ 

Elcctra is not awarc at this point in the play that she is spcaking to her brother; she thinks 
she is speaking to a mcssengcr sent by Orestcs. The story of the dcfilemcnt might there- 
fore not be altogether correct, but mcant to rouse Orestes’ anger, so that he will return to 
avenge this insult and prove his courage. By filming the sccnc a1 the gravc Cacoyannis 
prescnts a sympathctic picture of Electra, whilc Acgisthus is cast i n  the role oF villain. In 
Aeschylus’ and Sophocles’ vcrsions Aegisthus is a wcakcr charactcr, subordinate to 
Clytemnestra, but Cacoyannis restorcs him to a more active role consistcnt with his 
portrayal clscwhere in mythology. 

Cacoyannis does follow Euripides more closely with rcgard to lhe characterization of 
Orestes. After Electra’s ordeal Orestes is shown visiting his father’s grave at night. Oncc 
again Cacoyannis crcates a sccne that is only reported i n  Euripides, 295 but hc does not 
change thc emphasis of the source text. In the film Orestcs is portrayed as young and un- 
certain, as he is in Euripides’ play.296 Cacoyannis’ added scene is another example of thc 
physical limitations of theatrical productions that rely morc on reported speech to describe 
actions that take placc offstagc comparcd with film that can ‘show’ its audience thcse 

”)’ Coinpare this with descriptions in Acschylus and Sophoclcs of Agamemnon’ lornb. 

’IJ3 McDonald, Euripides in cirrernu (11. 12, above) 286. 

2‘)4 Euripidcs, 13ecIru 327-30. 

’” Euripides, Elecrru 90-93. 

For an analysis of Orcstes’ role in  Electru that predates Cacoyannis’ film sec E. M .  Blaiklock, The riwfe ?‘J6 

charucters oj I3iripides. A srudy in reulisnz (Wellington 1952) 163-75. 
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actions. However, as was shown with the added scene of Electra at the grave, such intcr- 
polations can narrow and shape the audience’s perception of the story, 

Orestes relies on Pylades at this point,297 but he will increasingly come to rely upon 
Electra. Cacoyannis follows Euripides’ tcxt fairly closely here. Orestes accosts Electra, 
and after her initial fear she accepts him as a messenger sent by her brother. There is one 
important difference, however. In Cacoyannis’ film Orestes realizes Electra’s identity 
because she recounts the story of her troubles directly to him, whereas in  the play he 
overhears her talking to the chorus.298 By having her tell her brother directly about her 
troubles and her grief Cacoyannis makes this scene more intimate. Close-ups of Orestes’ 
face reveal his sympathy for his sister and his struggle to conceal his emotions. 

The old tutor facilitates the anagnorisis scene, as in the original play. In the film he is 
played by Manos Katrakis (the same actor who played Kreon in Antigone). He is brought 
to the hut by the peasant acting on EIcctra’s suggestion. Many academics, including 
K i t t ~ * ~ ~  and C o n a ~ h e r , ~ ~  have commented that the anagnorisis is rather Joyless in 
Euripides’ version, particularly when compared with Aeschylus’ complicated anagnorisis 
scene that deliberately delays thc moment of revelation. This is the scene that Euripides 
parodies in his version. His Electra is also not overcome by cmotion. In Sophocles Electra 
is genuinely greatly moved to discover that her brother is alive,”’ although the 
anagnorisis is delayed in this play too, so that Electra can take centre stage. Euripides 
presented his audience with an Electra that is less emotional and more pragmatic. 
MacKinnon criticizes Cacoyannis for undermining this aspect of Euripides’ original: 

the most perfunctory and joyless anagnorisis (recognition) ever penned, is dis- 
pelled by the length of time and the sense of release created for the anagnorisis by 
the film.302 

In his film Cacoyannis does stress the joy of Electra and Orestes at being reunited”’ and, 
after the long scene in which Electra spoke of her troubles, the audience’s anticipation has 
been hcightened. 

Cacoyannis also alters the tokens by which Orestes is recognized. In Euripides’ play 
there is an ironic allusion to Aeschylus’ complicated tokens of recognition. The old man 
saw Orestes’ offerings at his father’s grave, his lock of hair and his footprints, and he 

”’ In Euripides’ original Pylades is a silent role: Cacoyannis chose to have him speak in the film. His role, as in 
Aeschylus’ Choephori, is to support and comfort Orestes. 

‘‘)* In Electra Orestes enters with Pylades and delivers his first monologue (Euripides, Elecrru 82-1 1 I ) .  When he 
sees Electra approaching he decides to hide. At first he mistakes her for a slave, but then he overhears her 
conversation with the chorus and comes to realize her true identity. In the film too Orestes mistakes Electra for a 
slave at first and hides from her. 

”’ Kitto, Greek tragedy (n. 273, above) 338 

’O0 Conacher, Euripideun drama (n. 273, above) 206. 

Both brother and sister reveal a softer side in this scene in what is otherwise a rather grim play. Foley thinks 
that Orestes is genuinely moved by his sister’s grief but manages to detach himself H. P. Foley, Female acts in 
Greek tragedy (Princeton, N. J.  2001) 165-66. Cf Ormand, Exchange (n. 120, above) 75-78. Orestes is not an 
emotional character and he stifles his sister’s outbursts of happiness over his return. 

3M MacKinnon, Greek Tragedy (n. 3, above) 78. 

’03 McDonald, Euripides in cinemu (n. 12, above) 27 I and 289. 

101 
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bccame convinced that Orcstes had returned. Electra however mocks these tokens and 
uses logic to disprove all three of them. Only when the old man points out thc scar docs 
shc Finally belicve.3M Cacoyannis omits this ironic allusion to Acschylus’ anagnorisis 
scenc and has the old tutor who is blind recognize Oi-cstes’ sword given to him by his 
father in the prologue.”’ Only then does he fed behind Orestes’ left ear for the scar. 
Elcctra is ccstatic when hc revcals thc truth to her, and brother and sister fall into each 
othcr’s arms weeping with joy. Close-ups of Electra’s eyes reveal her grcat joy. As 
McDonald put it,  ‘close-ups allow intimate awareness of thc players’  reaction^',^"^ and in  
this sccne Cacoyannis cmploys them to great cffect. 

There is a marked change of mood, howcver, when the three start planning the 
downfall of Aegisthus and Clytemnestra. Orestes appears unsure in this scene, and he asks 
the old tutor and Electra for advice. This is in keeping with Euripides’ original in which 
Orcstcs asks the old man: 

h&,ov, ri Gpdv &v cpovia rmsaipqv 7ca~p6~ ;  
pqripa TE Kotvovbv &vooiov y & p ~ o v ; ’ ~ ~  

Tcll mc, what should I do to repay my father’s murderer, 
and my mother, his partner in this unholy marriage? 

It is the old man who proposes the plan of killing Aegisthus at the feast of the nymphs, 
while Electra is the author of the plan to lurc their mothcr to the hut so that Orcstes can 
kill her. In the play shc tclls Orestes: 

2ych cp6vov YE pc‘lrpbs 2~apTi)oOpaI.R08 

I shall mysclf arrange our mother’s murdcr. 

Critics in thc 1950s and 1960s saw Orestes as weak and hold Electra responsible for thc 
ina tr i cide : 

whilc her brothcr’s silence during her unfolding of the appalling plot .. IS (ippro- 
priate to thc weakness which can neither withdraw nor take control.’09 

’04 Euiipides, Electru 573-77. 

’OS McDonald, Euripides in cinenzrr (n. 12, above) 270, on the significance of the sword as ‘a recurrent symbol’ 
in Electru. 

’ 0 ~  McDonald, ‘Cacoyannis’s and Euripides’ lphigeniu’ (n. 253, abovc) 128. McDonald also raises another inter- 
esting point when she compares the rigidity of ancient Greek masks, seen from a distance in thc ancient Greek 
theatre. to the intimacy of a close-up shot. See also the updated version of this article in WinkIer, Clussicui nzyrh 
uud‘ cu//ure (n. 57, above) 99-100. 

’07 Euiipides, Electru S99-600. 

Euiipides, Electru 647 

’@’ Blaiklock, The rriale clmructers (g Euripides (n. 296, above) 172. Scc also Conacher, who goes even further 
and suggests that in this play Aegisthus and Clytemnestra are prescntcd more sympathetically than Electra and 
Orestes: ‘It is recognised that thc ways in which Aegisthus and Clytemncstra are brought to their doom place 
thesc victims, at least for thc nloinent, in a better light than the avengers’ (Euripideun drum1 (n. 273, abovc) 
206). 
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Euripides’ characterization of Orestcs is more negative than this would suggest. He docs 
ask for advice, but when told by the old man that to regain his inhcritance he will have to 
kill both Aegisthus and Clytemnestra, he answers: 

This is the crown I have come for - but how can I win it? 

He seems to have already realised that he will have to kill both Aegisthus and his mother, 
even before the old tutor and Electra suggest the means of doing so. Cacoyannis has 
ovcrcome this ambiguity by casting a young actor in the rolc of Orestes. His need of 
advice from the old man and his older sister Electra seems entirely natural. 

Cacoyannis further consolidates the viewer’s support for the avenging siblings by 
portraying Aegisthus’ feast as a dcbauched revelry. In Cacoyannis’ film the feast is held 
not in honour of the Nymphs but to celebrate B a c c h ~ s . ~ ~ ’  There are also scveral scenes of 
the revellers pressing grapes, drinking and dancing. Cacoyannis added a symbolic scene 
of a group of masked men, dressed in black, dancing. There is a sense of’menace and 
impending doom about this group, which is enhanced by Mikis Theodorakis’ music of 
wildly clashing cymbals.”’ Apart from that the film follows Euripides’ version of events, 
given in  the form of a messenger speech, of how Aegisthus invited Orestes and Pylades to 
carve the meat.313 In the case of the murder of Aegisthus, Cacoyannis chose not to show it, 
but interposes instcad scenes of the masked figures clashing swords in a stylised battle. 
This is reminiscent of the scene in Tzavellas’ Antigone, where Kreon’s soldiers are shown 
practising with their swords on the morning after the battle. Cacoyannis, however, makes 
much more effective use of his group of swordfighters. They are a visible sign of the clash 
between Orestes and Aegisthus, and they mask the murder of the latter. Thus Cacoyannis 
has incorporated thc symbol of the clashing swords into the action of his plot, making it 
an integral element of his film and not just a plot filler as in Tzavellas. 

At this point the film returns to the world of the play, where Electra is awaiting news 
of her brother. When she hears the distant cries she believes the worst at first, but then the 
messenger arrives with the news of Aegisthus’ death. By interposing the scenes of 
Aegisthus’ licentiousness, however, Cacoyannis has destroyed any last remaining possib- 
ility of redeeming his character. Coupled with the earlier scene of his defilement of 
Agamemnon’s grave his murder appears fully justified because of his evil and tyrannical 
nature. Even Electra’s rant over his corpse that follows appears justified, after his terrible 
treatment of her. In Euripides, howcver, the scene is more ambiguous as Electra’s bitter- 
ness comes across very strongly, especially as it is addressed to a corpse who can no 
longer harm her. MacKinnon also suggests that in Euripides’ play Electra addressed 

3’0 Euripides, Electru 614 

McDonald, Euripides in cinema (n. 12, above) 289. Cacoyannis politicises this scene by introducing scuffles 
between Aegisthus’ bodyguards and some of the revellers. The people are once again seen as opposing 
Aegisthus’ rule because hc is a bad king like &eon is in Tzavellas’ Antigone. 

3’2 M .  Theodorakis, Electra, original soundtrack music for the film by M. Cacoyannis, Sakkaris Records (Greece 
1998). 

’” MacKinnon, Greek tragedy (n. 3, above) 80. MacKinnon believes that Aegisthus’ attendance at the feast is a 
mark of piety. 

31 I 
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Aegisthus’ severed head and not his body. Cacoyannis shows his viewcrs the body of 
Aegisthus in the The ancient Greek text, as i t  survives, does not seen? to bear this 
out: 

... h5 62 T@ 06Cp’ Ei66VUl ‘T66E 
T P O O O G ~ E V ,  u6~6v T ~ V  0av6vru 001 ~ p i p o ” ~  

... I bring you the man hirn- 
sclf who has died. 

What is more important, howcvcr, is thc context i n  which Electra delivers her speech over 
the corpse. In Euripides’ play Aegisthus does not appear on stage, and so the audicncc 
hears only Electra’s side of the story; and as she is presented in a rather unsympathetic 
light at times, the audience is not sure whcthcr to trust in hcr veracity. In Cacoyannis’ 
film, however, she has been consistently presented sympathetically and Acgisthus is por- 
trayed as the blackest of villains, so the viewcr accepts Electra’s outpouring of ragc as 
justified. Similarly Kreon’s paranoia and anger in  Tzavellas’ Anrigone alienatc his people 
and make the case for the justice of Antigone’s cause. 

In Sophocles’ version Electra tricks Aegisthus into entering the palacc wherc Orcstes 
waits to lull him, but in this version she is mainly represented as an heroic charactcr con- 
sumed by her desirc to avenge her father. Euripidcs’ represcntation of Electra’s motivcs is 
morc ambiguous. In her rant over Aegisthus’ remains Electra accuses him of being un- 
lawfully married to hcr mother,”6 of being subordinate to Cly temn~st ra ,~”  and shc 
stresses his arrogance founded upon his acquisition of Agamemnon’s wcalth.3’8 She also 
accuses him of All these accusations conform to Acichylus’ and 
Sophocles’ representation of Aegisthus, but in  the less heroic setting of the peasant’s hut 
their meaning is lcss clear. Cacoyannis, however, chose to subvert the ambiguity of this 
scenc cvcn though he followed Euripides’ text fairly closely at this point. His Electra is as 
heroic as Sophocles’ hcroinc, but also more sympathetically portrayed than in  Sophocles’ 
version. 

Evcn the scene of the matricide is presented by Cacoyannis i n  such a way as to make i t  
seem more justifiablc than i n  Euripides’ original. In the prologue the viewer sccs 
Clytemnestra helping Aegisthus murder her husband. Next we see her enforcing 
Aegisthus’ edict that Electra must marry the peasant. Only the scene of thc ugon between 
mother and daughter is takcn from Euripidcs’ play, and in the film Clytemnestra is 

3 1 4  MacKinnon, Greek trcigedy (n. 3, above) 78. 

‘ I c  Euiipitles, Electru 894-95. Critical opinion on this issue is divided. In his translation Vcllncott has Orcstes 
return with Aegisthus’ body but Electra addrcsses his head: P. Vellacott (trans), Euripides, Medeu and o//rer 
plays (London 1963) 135-36. Cropp in his translation has Electra addrcss his coipse; McDonald and Walton in 
their translation of the play agree: Cropp, Iiuripides, Electru (n. 286, above) 6s; M. McDonald and J. M. Walton 
(trans.), Euripicles, Electru (London 2004) 44. McLeish, on thc other hand, has Orcstes return with Aegisthus’ 
head only: McLeish, Euripides, Elektm (n. 278, above) 36. 

316 Euiipitles, Elecrru 926. 

’I7 Euiipitlcs, Elecrru 93 I .  

Euiipidcs, Electm 948.33. 

319 Euripides, Electru 948-50. 

318 
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presented in a particularly negative light. Summoned by Electra’s false story of having 
given birth to a son, Clytemnestra appears in a chariot attended by three female slaves. 
Mother and daughter then proceed to state their respective positions. Cacoyannis follows 
Euripides’ text closely at this point, as he did with the ugon in The Trojan Women, but 
once again he changes the emphasis by using his camera. Close-ups of Clytemnestra’s 
eyes reveal her deceit, even when she invokes Iphigenia’s name to justify her actions. The 
pomp of Clytcmnestra’s arrival, her rich garments and heavy make-up reinforce this neg- 
ative impression of her,320 particularly when contrasted with Electra’s severe black clothes 
and her humble surroundings. 

Cacoyannis does follow Euripides in that when Orestes sees Clytemnestra arriving he 
is struck by the enormity of what he is about to do and Electra has to spur him on. 
Electra’s own unmerciful stance, however, changes in the film after she wins the agon. 
Twice she restrains her mother from entering the hut, where Orestes awaits. Her excuses 
are that a queen should not enter such a humble dwelling and that she will dirty her 
clothes. In Euripides Electra’s holding back of her mother comes across as malicious 
irony: 

xc jp~ t  7ckvq.raq 6q 66povq (PPO~PEI 66 poi 
pfi o’ ai#ahcjoq 7coWKamov oz~yoq rc6nchovq. 
06o~t5 yhp oia xpfi OE 6aipootv 0 6 7 . ~ ~ ’  

Go on into this poor house; take care, I pray you, 
that the soot that smoothers the building does not soil your 
clothes. You will be making the sacrifice you should to the gods. 

By the use of close-ups Cacoyannis shows that his Electra does truly hesitate before she 
condemns her mother to death, despite all her mother’s cruelty to her. This makes Electra 
more humane than she is in Euripides’ source play. 

Cacoyannis does not seek, however, to reduce the horror of the matricide. The scene in 
which Clytemnestra enters the hut and is set upon by both Electra and Orestes is menacing 
and horrifying, a mood once again reinforced by Theodorakis’ discordant music. 
Clytemnestra begs for mercy as she does in E ~ r i p i d e s , ~ ~ ~  but to no avail. The chorus of 
women outside scatter, and Cacoyannis again employs whirling camera-wdrk to emph- 
asize the horror of the actions taking place inside the hut. The viewers are not allowed to 
see clearly what is happening. The scenes of the siblings’ attack on their mother are inter- 
cut  with scenes of black birds flying overhead323 and the women of the chorus running in 
a panic.”‘ The chorus seems empathically to know what is happening inside the hut in the 
same way the young Electra knew what was happening to her father inside the palace. 

In Cacoyannis’ Electru, as in the source, Electra and Orestes are horrified by their 
actions. They stare at Clytemnestra’s corpse sprawled on the ground inside the hut and 

320 McDonald, Euripides in cinema (n. 12, above) 290. 

”’ Euripides, Electra 1 139-41. 

’*’ Euiipides, Electra I165 and 1167. 

See McDonald, Euripides in cinema (n. 12, abovc) 305, on the significance of the birds 

McDonald, Euripides in cinema (n. 12, above) 275-76. 
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324 
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agonizc ovcr thcir crime. Orestes talks of how hc averted his face when Clytcmnestra 
pleadingly touched his cheek, and he comcs to realisc that after this he will havc to go into 
cxilc again. Elcctra shares his guilt becausc as she hcrsclf admits she held the sword too, 
and urgcd Orcstcs on.325 This accords with Euripides’ text in which Electra says: 

and grasped the sword with you. 

She conies to realize too that no man will cver marry hcr now. Orestes then tells Electra to 
cover up their mother out of respect and so that thcy will not have to look at thcir 
handiwork. Cacoyannis follows Euripides here, except that he chosc to film this scenc bet- 
ween brothcr and sister inside the hut.327 In Euripides’ original Elcctra and Orcstes 
confront the chorus when they speak of their guilt. Thc chorus, although appalled by the 
gravity of thcir crimc, is still sympathctic to their predicamcnt: 

i6.1 ~6xaq, otiq dxaq, p t i ~ ~ p  ~ ~ t i ~ i i o ’  
6haoTa p i h ~ a  tiai n6pa 
Jraeoiioa o6v T~KVOV 6nai. 
JraTpb< 6’ %T&lOCL< Cp6VOV 6tKCriWq.’28 

Alas for the fortune, your fortune, 
rnothcr who bore ... 
suffering grievous miseries 
and more from your own children. 
But justly have you atoned for their fathcr’s murder 

Cacoyannis’ cnding, however, is much blcakcr than Euripides’ because no such 
sympathy is forthcoming from either the women or the peasants. Pylades, who has silently 
supportcd Orcstcs and Electra, leaves the hut  followcd Orestes and Electra themselvcs. No 
niorc words are exchanged between brother and sistcr and they are met with a stony 
silence, while the peasants of the countryside and the women of‘ the chorus stare at them 
accusingly. Without a word Electra and Orestes go off in opposite directions. Orcstcs goes 
up a hill followed by Pylades, but with his arm Orcstcs silently commands him to follow 
Elcctra instead. The women of the countrysidc, who had been so supportive of Elcctra 
throughout the rest of the film, silently make way for hcr as she disappears down the road 
menaced by dark clouds overhead. The shot of her loncly dark-glad figure disappcaring 
down thc road is the last shot of the film hcforc the  credit^."^ This is reininisccnt of 
Ki-eon’s silent exit into darkness i n  Antigone. 

”’ Cacoyannis’ Elcctra is sensitive to the enormity of thc crimc she has coinmitted: McDonald, Efrripirks it7 

cirieriiri (n. 12, abovc) 294. 

Euiipidcs, Eleclm I225 

In Greek tragedy murders took placc offstage and were then rcportcd by messengers. I t  would not havc been 

1?6 

127 

possiblc to see inside the hut represented by the sketie during a pcrforrnwncc of Euripides’ Eiectru. 

Euripitlcs, Electrn I 186-89. 

I t  is interesting to note that silences were also uscd in mcicnt Grcck tlieatrc for dramatic effect: 0. Taplin, 

1 3  

The .vrugecrcift ofAeschylus. The druniutic use of exirs and etztrclnces irl Greek rrngedy (Oxford 1977) Chapter I .  
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After Cacoyannis’ more sympathetic portrayal ol‘Electra and Orestes in his film such a 
tragic ending in which there is no divine intervention to save Electra and Orestes has 
puzzled some critics like MacKinnon, who asks: ‘why the guilty end?’330 Cacoyannis 
explained his decision to omit the deus ex machina ending of the original in  terms of his 
belief in Euripides’ rationality. Cacoyannis is convinced that Euripides did not truly 
believe in  the Olympian gods and his deus ex machina endings were ironic.33’ Many 
critics, especially in the 1950s and 1960s, shared this view of Euripides’ use of the deus ex 
machina. Blaiklock for examplc finds ‘a touch of the rationalist’s cynicism i n  the solution 
he adopts.’332 Conacher writes ‘the epilogue, that ironical mythological ‘tidying-up’ of 
which Euripides was so More recent criticism, however, cautions against this 
outright dismissal of the role of the gods in  Euripides’ plays.”‘ 

In Euripides’ Electru the Dioscuri appear and offkr Orestes hope. They command him 
to go to Athcns where Athena will absolve him of his crime. This part of the story was 
dramatized by Aeschylus in his Eurnenides. Orestes has also given Electra to Pylades as 
his bride, so the ending of Euripides’ Electra is less bleak than it is presented as being in 
Cacoyannis’ film. Euripides’ portrayal of Electra and Orestes is not as sympathetic as 
Cacoyannis’, so Euripides’ ending which offers them hope is even more disconcerting for 
modern audiences. In Cacoyannis’ Electra, Electra and her brother are more heroic and 
humane. This latter trait is what brings about their self-exile; they do  not try to evade 
responsibility. Instead they embrace it, in one final act of heroism as Kreon does in 
Tzavellas’ Antigone. In this respect Cacoyannis is closer in spirit to Sophocles than 
Euripides.”* Sophoclean heroes and heroines accept such reversals of fate because they 
are brought about by hamartia, a failing.336 In the case of the Sophoclean Electra her 
tragic flaw is her excessive desire for revenge. Sophocles’ Electra differs from his earlier 
plays, however, in that it ends without any clear resolution. 

Euripides’ &us ex machina ending is also very hard to portray on film, as Cacoyannis 
was well aware: 

330 MacKinnon, Greek tragedy (n. 3, above) 80. 

33’ I questioned Cacoyannis closely on this point, and he reasserted his belief that Euripides did not believe in the 
gods. See also McDonald and Winkler, ‘Interviews with Michael Cacoyannis’ (n. 64, above) 167, for 
Cacoyannis’ similar answer to a question posed by Professor McDonald in her telephone interview with the 
director. See also the updated version of this article in Winkler, Ckussical myth and culture (n. 57, above) 79. 

”’ Blaiklock, The male characters of Euripides (n. 296, above) 174 

333 Conacher, Euripidean drarnu (n. 273, above) 210. 

334 M. Heath, The poetics of Greek tragedy (London 1987) 51 

335 MacKinnon, Greek frugedy (n. 3, above) 80. Sec also Aristotle on what he saw as thc essential difference 
between Sophocles and Euripides: the former presented people as they ought to be, while the latter presented 
them as they were (Poetics, xxv. 11). 

336 For the translation of hamartia as a failing and the reasons for this see S. Halliwell , Aristotle’s Poetics 
(London 1998) 222. See also N. Sherman, ‘Harnartia and Virtue’, in  Essays on Aristorle’s Poetics ed. AmClie 
Oksenberg Rorty (Oxford 1992) 177-96. Aristotle admired Sophocles’ tragedies, particularly Oedipus Tyrunnus, 
because in his opinion it best represented a characteristic that he thought essential for any tragedy, the tragic flaw 
(Poetics, xiii.5-lo). 
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I fclt I was being honcst in terms of today’s sensibilities in sctting up the action of 
thc play in that way, so as not to bog down the audience with the religious aspects 
of the past.337 

Thc appearance of the Dioscuri in the film would shatter the sense of rcalism that 
Cacoyannis wantcd to preserve. Cacoyannis believed that in cutting out this sccne from 
thc play he was being faithful to Euripides’ spirit, and the samc is truc of all thc changcs 
he inadc to the original text. As he said: 

Where I sacrificc text in  making a fi lm is when I fecl the medium itself can speak 
more eloqucntly than thc words of thc text, which after all, was bound by the 
conventions o i  thc stage.338 

His film of Euripides’ original tragedy, howcver, is informed by thc contemporary view of 
Euripides as a pacifist and a rationalist who did not bclicve i n  thc Olympian gods. He was 
also concerned with opening up Grcck tragedy to a wider cinematic audience. 
Cacoyannis’ Electru thereforc is a mixture of convcntional filmic tcchniqucs adopted 
from Hollywood and art-house elements.339 

One of the factors that made Cacoyannis’ Electru popular abroad was that i t  was 
reccived as a ‘Grcek’ cincmatic adaptation of thc story. Thc French critic Jean dc 
Baroncelli commented in Le Monde (23 May 1962), after sccing the film at the 1962 
Cannes Fcstival, that he thought that the locations and the wholc atmospherc of the film 
convcycd an ideal of a timclcss Greece.340 The film was not only shot in Grcccc but also 
acted by Greek actors in thc modern Greek languagc. Mikis Theodorakis in his soundtrack 
for thc inovic cmployed traditional Greek folk instruments such as the bouzouki, thc 
traditional mountain flute and the ~ e d e f i . ~ ~ ’  His minimalist approach for the music of the 
film using mostly traditional instruments reinforces thc film’s ‘Grcck’ fcel.342 This ‘Greek 

337 Symposium International 21 Delphcs (n. 82, abovc) 224. See further McDonald, ‘Interviews with Cacoyannis’ 
(n. 64. above) 167, where Cacoyannis talks of his desire not to alicnate modern audiences by having the gods 
appear in  his films. Scc also the updated version of this article i n  Winkler, C[n.s.sicul myth urid culture (n, S7, 
above) 79. 

Symposium lnternational 2I Dclphcs (n. 82, above) 224 138 

”‘) A recipe he followed in  his other two Euripidean adaptations 

J .  dc Baroncelli, ‘Mia rrohu opaia  EMqvc~fi  Tatvia’ (trans. M. Kpuhq), MqMt/q K U K ~ ~ L ~ V V ~ < ,  36” cD~~!~tpdrh 

1995) 146. See also Claude Mauriac’s article in Le /?pro Litdruire, dated 3 November 1962, where he makes 
the samc point. C. Maunac, ‘Apepo’ (trans. M. Kpa?q), in AdrxMq< Kcucoyravvr&-, 36’ cD~&$drk KwqpaTo- 

740 

K i ~ i l p a ~ o y p C i c p o ~  @&GC!akOVkTl<, OpyaVlGpO< nOhlTl(TTlKfi< npUTEUOUC!a< TllS EUph7t71< @EOOCLhOViKll ( A O i l v a  

yp6CpOl) @&OOCLhoViK11<, OpyaVUS~O< ~ ~ O h l T l C ! T l h ~ <  npCOT&6OUOa< Tll< EUph?rq< @EOGCLhOViKq (AOfiVa 1995) 148. 
74 I Thcodorakis’ collaboration with Cacoyannis in Elec/ru is what first inspired him lo create an opcn based on 
Sophoclcs’ Electru (1991.94). It is interesting to note than in his opera Elecrru Thcodorakis again utilized Grcek 
niiisical traditions to enhance the Greek ‘feel’ of his opera. For exaniple Electra’s appeal to the gods in the first 
act is based on a traditional lament for the dead from Mani. See P. Brown, ‘Greek tragedy in thc opera house and 
concert hall of the latc twentieth ccntury‘, in Hall, Macintosh and Wrigley (eds), Ilionysus Since 69 (n. 56, 
abovc) 285-309, at 295. Using such traditional Greek musical insti-uments and tnclodies allows Thcodorakis to 
celebrate the musical traditions of his country. 

Music can indicate ‘the geography, culture, or era in which a sccne is set’: A. Davison, ‘High fidelity? Music 
in screen adaptations’, in The Cctrnbrirfge conipcinion to literature 0 1 7  screen, ed. 11. Caitniell and I. Whelehan 
(Carnbridge 2007) 212.25, at 213. 

342 
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colour’ is one of the reasons why most film critics received the film warmly..The ‘Greek’ 
touches that Cacoyannis added gives Electra the appearancc of being closer to ancient 
Greek tragedy. Academic criticism of the film at the time was also warm. Hugh Lloyd- 
Jones praised the movie for improving Euripides’ 

Like Cacoyannis, Tzavellas also wanted to bring quality cinema to the Greek 
filmgoing that is why he employed some of Hollywood’s techniques to make his 
film more appealing to his target audience. His use of Roman motifs was part of this 
strategy, but the film’s Greek plotline does not mix well with the Hollywood motifs of 
Roman autocracy, as i t  presents us with a Kreon that is a less complex character than in 
the source text. 

The promotional material for Antigone,, like the contemporary revicws of Cacoyannis’ 
film, stresses its fidelity and authenticity. The f i n o  website describes the film as ‘a 
foundational tale in Western civilization’ and ‘a uniquc chance to become familiar with 
Sophocles’ original Words such as ‘faithful’, ‘intimate’, and ‘rclevant’ are used to 
promote the film.346 Another website dcscribes the film as a ‘faithful adaptation’ of 
Sophocles’ tragedy.347 The perception of modern Greece as an inheritor of ancient Greece 
is one Lhat is shared by people outside the country. Modern Greek films based on ancient 
Greek tragedy are presented as somehow more authentic than other attempts to film Greek 
tragedy. The description of the film on Amazon’s website claims it was ‘one of the best 
Greek productions of the 1960s’ and one that is highly recommended for students of 
classical Greek tragedy on film’.348 This brings up the important pedagogical aspect of 
these receptions of Greek tragedy on film and their value as teaching tools.349 _ .  

The main weakness of Tzavcllas’ film, however, is that he relied too much on 
theatrical techniques that made his Antigone more like the recording of a theatrical 
performance with extras. The heavy, ostentatious acting fccls stagy and stiff when 
captured on film, and both Minos Katrakis’ Kreon and Irene Papa’s Antigone are guilty of 
this. Ultimately, though, Tzavellas’ Antigone fails because it does not meet the 
expectations of a cinema audicnce. The cinematic medium is mcant to be ‘by nature vivid 

343 J .  Ardagh, ‘EuptniSq< OE fl&hTlW@’tl &KFOOIl’ (trans. ApqG Mapayltonouho<), in hfL,Yd?/c KaKOylbVV?/S, 36” 
0 ~ 0 ~ t f l a h  KivqpaToypacpou @ & ~ ~ a h o v i ~ q < ,  opyavlapo< ~ O ~ L T L O T L K T ~ <  npoT&uouaag r q ~  EuphxqG @EoaahoviKq 
(AOqva 1995) 150. This article first appeared in The Ohserver on 14 April 1963. 

344 Z O ~ ~ ~ T O < ,  Imoph (n. 9, above) 344 

345 htto://www.kino.corn/video/news.pho?news id’ 17, 2 accessed 14/12/2007. This despite the fact that the text 
was drastically cut, modernized and delivered in modern Greek. 

w6 http://www.kino.com/video/news.oho?news id’ 17,4. 

347 htto://www. 1worldfilms.com/Greccc/anti~one.htm, accessed 14/12/2007. The date of the film is also wrongly 
given as 1962. 

34R htt~://www.amazon.ca/Antieone-Georee-T~avellas/dp/Booo2T20AQ, 2 accessed 04/02/2008. The Amazon 
Website for rhe film also provides three favourable customer reviews that pi-aise the film despite its subtitles 
(review 1 on 3) and admire Pappas’ acting (review 2 and 3 on 3-6). 

McDonald, ‘A new hope: film as a teaching tool for the classics’, in A cornpunion to clussicuf receprions, ed. 
Lorna Hardwick and Christopher Stray (n. 25, above) 327-41, at 327-30. Having successfully utilized Tzavellas 
and Cacoyannis’ films for courses and workshops, this aspect is, I believe, of the highest importance in  today’s 
highly visual culture. 1 was therefore greatly interested to read one reviewer’s comments about using 
Cacoyannis’ ELectra as a teaching tool in the forum of an Ameiican high school. See the American version of the 
Amazon website: www.amazon.com/Electra-Irene-Paoas/do/B00005UJY 8, accessed 04/04/2008. 

34‘) 
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and often exciting’, ‘able to engagc the spcctator’ as well as claiming to offer its vicwers 
‘a window onto the ancient Cacoyannis was more successful with his Electm as 
well as with The Trojurz Wornen and lphigeniu because hc adapted the tragedies to fit 
bettcr into the medium of film. 

‘rzavcllas’ and Cacoyannis’ films are i n  ‘the realistic mode’.35’ Thcir political 
message is ‘ m a s k ~ d ’ ~ ~ *  behind a more realistic portrayal of the story. ‘Tzavcllas and 
Cacoyannis were both trying to convey a political mcssage in their films. Both show bad 
rulers being punished. It is the thesis of this article that they were responding to the 
turbulent politics of Greece in the twentieth ccntury. Cacoyannis in  particular used his 
reccption of Euripidean tragedy to condcrnn war and bad govcrnment. 

Both Tzavellas and Cacoyannis cxhibit a tcndency in  their cinematic receptions of 
Greek tragedy towards a less ambiguous prescntation of the source material. Multiplicity 
of viewpoints is sacrificed in  favour of narrative oftcn expressed in visual terms. Both 
directors act as advocates Ibr their heroines, unlike Sophoclcs and Euripidcs. The camera 
is uscd as a comrncntator (usurping the role of the chorus) to make Antigone and Electra 
both morc sympathetic charactcrs and in the casc of Electra more tragic than they are in  
the plays. 

The decision to portray Electra and Antigone more sympathetically works well on 
film. Cacoyannis’ sombre, black and white Electru confirms the notion of thc gruvifuas of 
ancient Grcck tragedy, even i f  it does not adopt the original’s more ambiguous tone. 
Tzavellas also shot his Antigone in black and and made thc story more politically 
explicit than i t  is in  the source play. In terms of cinematic adaptations of Greek tragedy 
Tzavellas’ Antigone was a valiant effort cspecially in  thc climate of the early 1960s Greek 
Film Industry. His film suffers, however, from being a pastiche of Hollywood and the 
theatrical presentation of Greek tragedy on the modcrn Greek stage. His Antigone is 
positioned uncomfortably between the theatre and film mediums instead of being ‘a 
cincniatic re-exprcssion of it’ .354 Cacoyannis’ Electru, on the other hand, dcscrves its con- 
tinucd favourable reception because it more successfully incorporatcs Greek tragedy into 
the cinematic medium. Cacoyannis went on in his The Trojan Wonzerz (1971) and 
Iphigeniu ( 1977) to integratc the two mediums cvcn more closely.3ss 

Cacoyannis’ Electru and Tzavellas’ Antigone are cinematic modern Greek examples 
of how adaptations of classical stories have been informed not only by the sourcc texts, 

. ’ 

150 I’aul. ‘Working with film’ (n.  2.5, above) 304. The pedagogical impoi-t:ince of this engagcrnent with the 
metliurn in today’s visual culture is also mentioned by I’aul. Personal experience of teaching Tzavellas’ and 
Cacoyannis’ cinematic receptions of the plays has bccn that the studcnts tend to prci‘er Cacoyannis’ film. 

MacKinnon, Greek Trugec/y (n .  3, above) 66. 

’” MacKinnon, Greek Trcrgecly (n .  3 ,  above) 74. 

35 1 

The use of black and white film does add to the tragic atrnosphcrc Cacoyannis and Tzavellas wanted lo create 
for their films, but one also wonders if i t  was not partially motivated by budgetary concerns. Colour film would 
havc been considerably more expensive for Greek directors in the early sixtics than il was in  the seventics when 
Cacoyannis produced his Iphi~yniu, which was shot in Greccc like his Eleclru. 

354 Carania Savour’s article ‘Cinematizing thc Euripidean and Sophoclean spatial dialectics: on the ‘skene-sell‘ 
in Pasolini’s Medea and Edilipu Re’ in httD://findarticles.eon~p/articles/mi qa3768/is 20000 I/ai n8889884/print, 
accessed 03/04/2008. 

39 This will be the subject of a lutcr article 
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but also by contemporary ideas and expectations. The Cacoyannis films have continued to 
enjoy great popularity with art-house audiences,356 but academic critics are divided in 
their opinion of their merit. For example, MacKinnon is not particularly complimentary, 
while McDonald is enthusiastic about Cacoyannis’ contribution to cinematic versions of 
Greek tragedy.357 

What all these critics have in common, however, is their belief that cinematic versions 
of antiquity are worth considering for what they add to our understanding of the classics. 
Film is one area of reception theory that has attracted intense debate as to its academic 
value because it is classed as an example of popular culture. Adaptations of classical 
stories found in theatre, literature, art and poetry are deemed more acceptable. One of the 
reasons why the study of films based upon antiquity is not taken seriously is the 
impermanent nature of film, but mainly it is the distaste of many critics for Hollywood’s 
sword and sandal epics. Art-house adaptations like Cacoyannis’ and Tzavellas’ films are 
deemed more acceptable because they are judged to be high culture rather than popular 
culture. The discussion over the validity of studying even those films is ongoing,”* but as 
Hardwick rightly points out modern film resembles ancient drama in its potential to 
‘appeal to a large and socially diverse audience’.359 Film is therefore a valuable tool in the 
reception of fifth-century BC Athenian drama. 

Institute of Classical Studies 

356 As evinced by Electra’s playing to a full house at the Bubican, when I was privileged to see Cacoyannis’ 
Euripidean trilogy on a cinema screen. 

357 Cacoyannis’ films demonstrate the ‘timeless appeal’ of Euripides’ tragedies. Winkler, Classical myth and 
culture (n. 57, above) 72. 

358 See Winkler, Clusical myth and culture (n. 57, above) 3-9, for a spirited defence of the value of film in inter- 
disciplinary studies. See Peter W. Rose, ‘Teaching Greek myth and confronting contemporary myths’, in 
Winkler (ed.), Classics and cinema (n. 57, above) 17-39, on the importance of film as a teaching tool; also 
P. Michelakis, ‘Greek tragedy in cinema. Theatre, politics, history’, in Hall, Macintosh and Wrigley (eds), 
Dionysus Since 69 (n. 56, above) 199-217, for a recent study of the growth of cinematic and TV adaptations of 
the Greek classics and their value. 

359 Hardwick, Reception studies (n. 30, above) 76. 
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